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Abstract
Throughout the history of interactive film, creators have experimented with different modes of 

interaction to allow for the viewers’ agency. As interactive films have not yet established a 

standardised form, projects have continually been shaped by new technology. Over time, viewers 

have shifted from the cinema, to televisions, the personal computer and recently the mobile device.

These devices further extend the interactive capabilities that are at the creators’ disposal. 

Therefore, this thesis proposes that mobile devices could facilitate new forms of interactive film 

that make use of these features.

    This study investigates the integration of the mobile devices’ characteristics, features and 

affordances into an interactive film project that is both viewed and interacted with on a mobile 

device. First and foremost, it establishes whether the mobile device can be successfully used by 

authors to relay interactive films. Secondly, it gives insights into design considerations for authors 

that aim to make use of the mobile devices’ features. Additionally, the thesis gathers insights into 

the use of game-engine technology for developing similar interactive film projects.

    The research begins with a literature review establishing the historical and academic context in 

regards to interactive- films, narratives, and interfaces, thereby focussing on mobile devices. 

Consecutively, a selection of projects is surveyed to garner insights into the current state of the art.

These sections are then used to inform the practice-based part of this thesis in which the 

production of an interactive film project will be comprehensively documented. A concurrent think-

aloud usability test, accompanied by a reflection on the outcomes and production process will 

conclude the research. The outcome suggests that mobile devices can act as successful vessels for 

interactive narratives. However, usability tests as well as reflection reveal that the thesis project 

cannot be strictly classified as an interactive film. Therefore, suggestions for future research as 

well as insights into the retention of filmic quality can be made in retrospect. Additionally, The use

of game-engines for interactive film authoring proves to allow creators rapid prototyping and ease 

of implementation. Though their use might impact projects by over-complicating interaction 

paradigms more extensively used in game production.
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1.0 Introduction

Ever since the Lumiere brothers started showing their films in cinema-like venues, the screening

of a film has been a passive experience for the viewers. One could argue that watching a film does

require the viewers’ active participation—be it psychological—in the form of suspension of

disbelief

1

. However, this still does not require any active physical interaction between the viewer

and the film itself.

Filmmakers have previously experimented with interactive modes of filmmaking in which

active participation of the viewer is required to progress the work. In the early days of traditional

cinema, many different modes of viewing were prototyped to explore the cinemas’ potential. This

eventually led to standardisation of the cinema as a black-box theatre with an image projected on

the screen. Interactive film has not yet established a standardised form and has continually been

shaped by upcoming technology. Therefore, interactive filmmakers have always had to make

custom alterations to the viewing platform in order to allow for interaction.

As technology evolved and computer power increased, it in turn enabled creators to write

dynamic software that could house their creative expressions in the form of an interactive film. As

new ways of creating, manipulating and distributing media arise we also witness a shift in the way

we consume media. We have shifted from the big-screen cinema to medium-screen sized

televisions and desktop computers to more recently, the small-screen mobile device.

The mobile device extends the affordances of the computer by employing touch-screen

capabilities, a myriad of sensors and locative abilities. All of us now carry around a device full of

the kind of technology that enabled the interaction of prior interactive films. Additionally, we

have an inherently interactive relationship to the mobile device; tapping, swiping, typing and

talking to it all day. The mobile device could therefore be a great platform for the new generation

of interactive films and has the capability to radically shape what comes next. However, going

from the cinema screen to the hand-held screen gives rise to new challenges in creating viewer

immersion. After all, cinema has evolved to ever bigger screens to improve viewer immersion by

‘pushing away’ whatever happens outside of the screen.

I propose that by rethinking what a film can be using the affordances of the mobile

device, we can offer engaging interactive experiences that could only be imagined just a few years

ago. This thesis explores these potentials by means of reviewing existing literature and projects

1 Suspension of disbelief is the intentional avoidance of critical thinking or logic in examining something surreal,
such as a work of speculative fiction, in order to believe it for the sake of enjoyment (Oxford Dictionaries,
2018).
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that inform the production of an interactive film for the mobile device which will be extensively

documented.

1.1 Personal motivation

Twelve years ago I started making short films with my friends and publishing them on Youtube

which launched only a few years before that. I spent most of my late highschool years making

those short videos and so the hobby quickly turned into a career path as I was accepted to pursue

my bachelors degree in film directing.

Filmmakers generally aim to tell a story in order to create some sort of emotional

connection between the work and the viewer. This means that even though viewing a film is a

passive activity where one merely sits and watches, there is—at least to some degree—a

requirement of active immersion to create what we call the suspension of disbelief. In achieving

this immersion, the viewers become—though merely mentally—a part of the work.

As trying to create this immersion through cinematic techniques was for years my main

interest, I wondered why we (filmmakers) use a passive medium to create active immersion.

Could I make a film that is dependent on viewer immersion which would be triggered by the

viewer acting on it; interactive film! My interest has since then expanded from solely interactive

film to a wide range of interactive media and art. However, my love for film and specifically the

way it can tell stories and emotionally trigger audiences has remained. For this reason I wanted to

combine all the skills I have acquired over the last twelve years into a project that merges these

interests.

The production of an interactive film tends to be hard, and requires a myriad of skills

from their makers. To overcome my personal limitations in producing an interactive film I have

spent the last 4 years at Aalto University learning various programming languages and authoring

softwares, expanding my technical knowledge in addition to my previous background in film

production and theory. Now more than ever I feel I can approach this topic from a theoretical as

well as practical perspective which would provide aspiring interactive filmmakers after me both

conceptual and applied knowledge on how to make it all happen.

Coming from a filmmaking background I have had some aversion to the small screens on

mobile devices as opposed to the cinemas’ big screen. There is something magical about blowing

up images to a size unescapable to the viewers’ gaze. At the same time we live in a society where

our gaze also does not seem to be able to escape our pocket-size screens.
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By exploring the affordances of these relatively new mobile devices I aim to explore how

these affordances can be used to create both viewer immersion, meaning and relay stories through

interaction on the small screen by employing the possibilities the mobile device offers that were

not possible in modes of cinematic presentation before it.

1.2 Scope & Delimiters

Interactive film is a broad area of expertise and so are the mobile devices for which an interactive

film can be developed. Therefore I limit my scope of mobile devices to devices that have

touch-screen interfaces, employ cameras, and are able to freely be moved in space by the user.

Additionally, it should be possible for a creator to access these features in their work by reading

out touch-points, sensors, or analysing a camera feed. As of writing this thesis, these delimiters

narrow the range of devices down to phones and tablets. Other wearable devices that might fall

into a similar category might be smart-watches and mixed-reality devices such as augmented

reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) goggles. As I wish to explore tactile methods of using devices

I excluded these devices from my scope either because they do not have touch-screens or because

they can not be freely moved. A smart-watch for example is attached to the wrist and therefore

impossible to turn upside-down without taking it off.

Additionally I want to focus this thesis around interactive films in which the films’

existence and progression is dependent on the user engaging with it, but which also retain an

author's control over the content. Even though I personally like the multiple-stream or

choose-your-own-adventure type of interactive film—I even made a prototype for fluid transition

between narrative streams before—I do not want to focus on using the mobile device solely as a

choice-making machine. Similarly, I am not aiming to create a gaming experience. While game

design studies might be of significance in this thesis, the project that I am proposing employs

interaction solely to further the narrative. The interactions might be interpreted as playful as

opposed to the conventional computer interaction of clicking a mouse, but they do not serve any

goal-oriented purpose or score system. The project investigates the relationship between the

interface, interactions, and the story exclusively.
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1.3 Methodology

1.3.1 Overview of Methodology

This thesis reflects a qualitative study into designing and producing an interactive film which is to

be experienced on mobile devices. Building a filmic interactive narrative requires knowledge and

skills from many different fields ranging from narrative design and filmmaking, to computer

programming and human-computer interaction. The emphasis of this thesis is the production of a

mobile interactive film. Therefore, this thesis applies a practice-led design approach to guide the

overarching research process. This practice-led approach allows me to formulate a project that not

only relies on the qualitative research done throughout this thesis, but also allows me to draw

knowledge from my own experiences over the last few years of working as a filmmaker and

programmer.

1.3.2 Research Questions

To focus the research done in this thesis, the following research question has been formulated;

- Can the mobile device facilitate new forms of interactive film that make use of the

features, characteristics and affordances of the mobile device.

The thesis will proceed following a combination of practice-led and -based research methodology,

the latter which Candy (2016, 2) describes as “an original investigation undertaken in order to

gain new knowledge, partly by means of practice and the outcomes of that practice”. While this

thesis includes a creative artefact in order to contribute to new knowledge, my aim is two-fold as

the creative outcomes will contribute to new understandings about practice which forms the basis

of the practice-led methodology (Candy, 2016, 2). Because this thesis follows this practice-based

methodology, the production of an interactive film for the mobile device is central to answering

the aforementioned research questions.

As the thesis production relies on game-engine technology I found it important to reflect

on the insights I have gained from working on this particular interactive film within game-engine

software. The reason for which is that, over the last few years the use of game-engines for

interactive technology—other than games themselves—has steadily increased and especially

gained attention due to its use in virtual production (Deloitte, 2020). Its use in big-budget

international productions like Disneys’ The Mandalorian (2019)—among others—further
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accelerated this adaptation within the industry (Techcrunch, 2020). Interactive films have always

heavily relied on technological solutions, and game-engines could bridge a gap that allows less

technical creators to step into the creation of interactive films. For this reason, I felt this topic is of

such importance that I formulated the following sub-question as to give insight into the use of

game-engines to produce interactive films;

- Can a game-engine be a valuable tool for filmmakers aiming to produce a filmic

interactive narrative.

Following the practice-led methodology, the outcomes of the practice will be accompanied by

documentation of the research process as well as include a textual analysis and explanation to

support its position and demonstrate critical reflection (Candy, 2016). Therefore, the thesis will

start out with an exploration phase consisting of a literature review in which relevant history and

theory concerning interactive film will contextualise the practical research done in the following

sections. This literature review is followed by a review of relevant projects to provide the reader

with an understanding of the current state-of-the-art regarding interactive film. In this section I

will prominently discuss interactive films which are viewed on mobile devices. However, some

non-mobile interactive film projects will be discussed as they will provide knowledge that will

inform the practical project of this thesis.

I will then use the knowledge gained throughout the exploration phase to formulate a

personal practical project which will form the main research of this thesis. The design choices and

production process are then extensively documented as to inform further practice. To correctly

describe the personal project will make use of the System-Process-Product model (Koenitz, 2010).

An explanation of what this model encompasses can be found in section 1.4.3.

To gain additional insights into the outcome of the project and to inform the conclusions,

a user-test will be conducted with a small group of expert users.

Concluding the research, the thesis will support a final reflection and evaluation as to

conclude and contextualise the research done.
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1.4.3 System-Process-Product model

Koenitz (2010, 91) developed a model for analysing interactive digital narratives because more

traditional models of analysing narrative contents of a product fall short to describe the

possibilities of interactive digital narratives. For one, an interactive digital narrative is not just a

story, it additionally consists of an interactive computer program, and is shaped by the interaction

between the system and the user. The System-Process-Product model (SPP) separates these

individual components. The word system is used to describe the interactive program itself, which

includes both the software and hardware required to enable the interactive experience (Koenitz,

2010,96). The process describes the user’s interaction with the system. The combination (and

interpretation) of these components ultimately results in the product, a singular storyline based

on the user’s input, which would be different if the user’s input were to change (Koenitz, 2010).

Therefore, the product is an instantiated narrative.

As an addition to the SPP model, Koenitz (2010,91) has introduced three additional terms

to aid in the analysis of interactive digital narratives. These additional terms are: Protostory,

narrative design and narrative vectors. The protostory defines the space of potential narratives

and encapsulates both the code and the interactive interface of the system which he defines as the

“artistic intent that enables a participatory process of instantiation resulting in the realisation of

potential narratives” (Koenitz, 2010, 99). Narrative design is used to define the structure within a

protostory that describes this flexible presentation of the narrative. It deals therefore with the

sequencing of narrative elements and their connection within the overall narrative. A substructure

of the narrative design are the narrative vectors. Their purpose, as Koenitz (2010) states, is “to

convey important aspects to the interactor, to prevent an interactor from getting lost and to aid

authors in retaining a level of control” (Koenitz, 2010, 100). A narrative vector could, for instance,

be a sudden event in the plot that shapes the development of the story and can be compared to

plot points in linear narratives. (Koenitz, 2010, 99)
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1.4 Clarification of Terminology

Definition: Interactive Storytelling

A traditional story generally consists of characters embedded in a series of events that form a

narrative arc from introduction to resolution (Atkinson, 2009, 8). These events are covered in

scenes, in which plot points signify moments that trigger other events that in turn alter the

direction or progression of the story. When plotting out the plot points of a traditional story they

can be arranged linearly on a straight line (Weiberg, 2002). When a plot point has passed, there is

no way to alter the course of the plot in a traditional story. As for the user, there is no way to alter

that direction. In an interactive story this straight line of plot points becomes a branching tree in

which—at certain plot points—the story can split off in multiple directions (Weiberg, 2002). By

using some form of interaction, the user can influence which branch of the story to follow. The

important decisions in the story are—at least partly—no longer made by the main character of the

story but by the viewer themselves (Weiberg, 2002). However, while many discussions about

interactive storytelling focus on this freedom of choosing alternative narrative outcomes, this is

not the singular form of interactive narratives.

Tanenbaum (2011, 55) argues that we should not always equate interactivity with the

ability of the user to direct the plot. The sense of user participation in a story might be just as

important as the actual power to influence the outcome (Tanenbaum, 2011, 55). This means that

even though the story might only have a singular narrative, the feeling of being in control will give

users a sense of agency, even if that agency is not real. This specific form of interactive storytelling

plays an important role in this thesis as the thesis project will not contain any narrative branching.

Nevertheless, it will still be able to give users unique individual experiences in which interactivity

plays a vital role.

In 1997, Murray wrote her seminal book Hamlet on the Holodeck in which she took the holodeck

as an ultimate form of interactive storytelling. The holodeck—which is a fictional device from the

Star-trek universe—embeds its users in a fully simulated virtual world in which there is no

difference from real life—at least from the user's perspective. The narrative is driven forward by

natural means of engagement, like bodily movement and natural language. The notion of the

holodeck has been taken as the pinnacle of interactive storytelling, even though it might not even

be possible to produce it. After all, the holodeck is a fictional device. However, the analogy serves
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well to explain what interactive storytelling strives to be; to serve the user with a narrative

experience in which all choices are open, and the narrative responds correctly to the users’ input.

Definition: interactive film

The field of interactive film is the mixture of the field of traditional film and that of the

interactive narrative. The traditional cinematic apparatus consists of a camera capturing images,

which in turn get projected on a white screen and viewed by viewers sitting in a black-box theatre.

While in modern interactive cinema the setting of the black-box theatre can be disregarded, an

important notion of interactive cinema is that it relies on time-dependent image sequences

(Hales, 2015, 37). These image sequences are often (but not only) captured by cameras and their

arrangement remains produced by means of montage. This dependency on visual representation

differentiates the field from other forms of interactive narratives like books, theatre plays or radio

broadcasts.

It was previously easier to distinguish interactive films from other types of interactive

narratives (Hales, 2015, 46) as they were nearly always built up of traditional film sequences put

in some kind of interactive program that would allow users to traverse a branching narrative.

Examples of both old and new films that work this way are Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976) , as well

as Bandersnatch (Slade, 2018). However, technological advances have opened up more ways to

view and interact with content. This makes it increasingly difficult to distinguish the interactive

film from other visually-driven interactive narratives.

Definition: Mobile devices

As this thesis covers the production of interactive film specifically on mobile devices, it is essential

to define what constitutes such a mobile device. A search in the Cambridge Dictionary reveals;

“any piece of electronic equipment such as a mobile phone or small computer that you can use in

different places”. However, this definition encapsulates a broad range of devices with which it

would be very hard to experience a story, let alone to view a film. A laptop for example could be

considered a mobile device as it is designed to be carried around. Though, no one uses a laptop

while carrying it around -its use still binds the user to be static in place while using it. Throughout

this thesis I will refer to mobile devices as devices which are designed to be carried around, which

enable the user to freely move around, and freely move the device in space while using it.

Additionally, to be able to present any kind of filmic footage the device needs to have a screen. As
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of 2021, this selection comes down to mobile phones and tablets. Each of which fulfil the

aforementioned criteria.

While this narrows the selection down to a select range of devices, it should be noted that

the practical project of this thesis is an interactive program which has solely been tested on a

mobile phone; in particular a OnePlus A5010 running an Android operating system. This device

measures 154.2 x 74.1 x 7.3 mm and thereby fits in the hand of a regular adult. It is my belief that

many of the insights gathered throughout this thesis are applicable to interactive productions that

target different mobile devices, in particular smartphones but extendable to tablets and even

smart-watches. However, it should be kept in mind that the insights of the project are most

applicable to mobile phones.

Definition: The features, characteristics and affordances of mobile devices

To properly describe the different aspects of the mobile device that are accessed in this study, the

terms features, characteristics and affordances are used.

The term features encompasses the mobile devices technological capabilities in terms of

the hardware that enables implementation of software features, and additionally allowing users to

use those. While mobile devices share many features with the non-mobile computer such as the

ability to network and non-linear memory access, they also embed features that are specific to the

mobile device. These features include touch-sensitive displays, location tracking in the form of

GPS, the use of gyroscopes and accelerometers and an embedded camera coupled with (software

driven) image-processing that enables augmented reality experiences. In particular, the mobile

device often employs all of these at once, making it stand out from single-purpose sensors. In

combination with characteristics, they allow particular affordances.

The term characteristics describes the physical size, weight, design and —in relation to

this small size— portability of the mobile device.

The affordances are in term enabled by a combination of the mobile devices features and

characteristics. They describe “the perceivable actions the device allows the user to take”

(Norman, 1988) based on its design both internal (the computer hardware and software) and

external (its physical size, weight and looks). In many cases, these affordances arise from a

combination (ADL, n.d.). For example, the camera itself does not provide the user with many

meaningful affordances. When coupled with a software application however, it affords the user to

capture video and images which can be further expanded to augmented reality applications,

content analysis and so forth (ADL, n.d.). Same goes for GPS location tracking; while just the
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tracking allows the user to see where they are, only the combination with the device's mobility

(that is a result of its size and weight) affords the user the on-the-go directional guidance we

expect from platforms like Google Maps.

It is worth noting that the term affordance is used in varying contexts and additionally

with varying interpretations of its meanings. Recent definitions of the term affordances focus

increasingly on perceivable affordances (Norman, 2008, 18). This is opposed to Gibson's (1979,

119) initial definition of affordances which encompassed all actions that are possible by an agent,

which means that some can be hidden and never perceived nor used. While Gibson's definition

could in some sense encompass both the characteristics and features in addition to the

affordances that arise from their combination, it was decided to explicitly distinguish these three

categories within this thesis in an effort to clarify. Additionally, it can be argued that whenever an

author uses the devices’ features and characteristics to allow user agency, it can only be

considered an perceivable affordance when the implementation is communicated successfully.

Given the complex nature of human-computer interfaces, this is not always the case.
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2.0 Review of Relevant Theory and Literature

This section will start out by giving a broad historical overview on the field of interactive film.

Consecutively, important topics regarding interactive narratives and the subsection of interactive

films will be reviewed and discussed. The following section will then focus on the role of the

interface and its evolution in regards to current and prior technological devices such as the

desktop computer and the mobile phone. The last section will examine the role of the small

portable screen in contrast to the ever-growing cinema screen that acts as the conventional

cinematic interface.

2.1 Historical Context of Interactive Cinema

The field of interactive cinema encapsulates a broad range of cinematic conventions and modes of

interaction which do not make it easy to present a singular definition. Whereas the structure of a

traditional movie can be visualised as a straight line with dots representing plot points, the

popular notion of what an interactive movie should be is about making these points into nodes,

which turns the straight line into a tree with forking paths (Weiberg, 2002). This way, the

decisions that shape the narrative are no longer made by the hero of the story or the author, but

by the viewers themselves (Weiberg, 2002, 2). However, this notion has changed over time and

continues to evolve. New techniques are continuously changing the field of interactive cinema

which calls for redefinition of interactive cinema as well as the traditional field of cinema which it

is dependent upon (Wasson, 2006, 75).

The relatively recent history of interactive cinema dates back to 1967, the year that the

world's first interactive film Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976) premiered at Expo 67’ in Montreal,

Canada. Consequently, the word kinoautomat became a synonym to describe the interactive film

genre as a whole. Other early terms describing this special kind of cinema were audience

participation film or decision cinema (Hales. 2015, 36). Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976)  was a film in

which the audience participated in making a decision over which story-branch to follow.

Therefore, the terms participation and decision both link back to the newly presented workings of

the film.

Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976)  remained the sole interactive project for quite some time

after its release due to various limitations. For one, a film in which the audience chooses which

narrative branch to follow still requires all the branches to be produced. This meant that already
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for economic reasons, the model of interactive film seemed rather unsuitable. Story branching

and interaction not only increased the amount of final footage required but also needed specially

equipped cinemas to be viewed (Weiberg, 2002, 2). In the case of Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976) , a

custom built cinema equipped with buttons and three projectors was needed to be able to screen

the film. Additionally, limitations inherent to the physical properties of celluloid film made it

impossible to implement interactivity when using a single film roll.

The main limitation of celluloid film that blocked interactivity was its inherent linearity

which prevented nonlinear skipping over the content. As a film-roll is essentially a linear database

of images in which the images are arranged one after another, one would have to traverse all

images in between two decision points. Doing so would give away all other story-branches and

ruin the audiences’ illusion of interactivity. Therefore, interactivity necessitates a nonlinear

playback system to be able to adjust content to the choices the audiences make and at the time,

such a system did not exist. In 1961 the film Mr Sardonicus (Castle, 1961) allegedly overcame the

limitation that this inherent linearity posed for interactive film. However, Mr Sardonicus (Castle,

1961) was—in contradiction to its marketing—not an interactive film at all, as the film did not

actually present different outcomes. It included only one storyline that was presented regardless

of the choices the audience made. Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976)  was the first to really defy these

limitations by ingeniously using three parallel film-projectors and uncovering only the projector

lens that played the requested choice. However, as digital technology became more common over

time, these limitations of the film-reel were soon to be a thing of the past.

In the early 1980s, the limitations of linearity were overcome by the arrival of new

technology; the laserdisc accompanied by a non-linear playback system. The Aspen Movie Map

(Naimark, 1978) is one of the first examples that showed the potential of nonlinear media by

using this technology, allowing users to freely navigate through a virtual representation of Aspen,

Colorado comparable to Google Street View today. At any location in the virtual town, users

could query more information (Weiberg, 2002, 4), which would have been impossible without the

capabilities of the laserdisc. Even as late as the 1990s, the laserdisc was still being used in the

popular arcade game Mad Dog MacCree (American Laser Games, 1990). A game in which users

are required to shoot cowboys through the novel interface of a laser-gun in order to progress the

narrative. Both of these projects were not strictly interactive films though both of them included

pre-recorded video footage and implemented interactivity to allow for user agency.

During the 1990s, the DVD overtook the position of the laserdisc, allowing for more disk

space with similar other affordances. At the same time the internet became more widespread

(Hales, 2015, 42) and Apple Quicktime along with the MPEG-4 video codec introduced yet
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another possible mode by which moving images could be distributed and exhibited on screens

(Wasson, 2007, 80) as well as providing a framework for interactivity.

The relatively new MPEG-4 specification now offers authors a standardised language for

organising interactive data. The user can interact on the basis not only of shots or scenes

as the smallest dynamic unit, but also of objects within the picture. Additionally all data

can be accessed in a three-dimensional setup. [..] New technological standards like the

MPEG-4 will probably bring new hybrid formats. (Weiberg, 2002, 4-5)

All of these technological innovations also trickled down into the field of interactive film which

reduced the cost and skill needed for individual creators to start making their own interactive

productions.

The desktop computer brought the creation of interactive films within the range and

budget of the average user (Hales, 2015, 41). Software like HyperCard and Macromedia Director

could be used by creators to easily implement interactive features in self-shot video sequences

(Hales, 2015, 41). Frameworks like Quicktime and web-embedded Java-applets allow for viewing

of interactive and non-interactive video without the need for special hardware. This made the

field of interactive films a lot more accessible than previously possible.

Apart from bringing interactive technology to the household both through means of

production and exhibiting, the personal computer also doubled as a networked device. The use of

video on the internet increased in the early 2000s as bandwidth limitations diminished. Platforms

such as Google Video and Youtube (which started out as a separate company and was later

acquired by Google) subsequently brought online video viewing to the masses. As the personal

computer evolved into an often used viewing device coupled with interactive capabilities—such as

clicking, typing, calling and later also video streaming, and device linking—, innovations regarding

interactive film offered new possibilities to creators.

In 2008 Youtube added a feature that allowed creators to use annotations in their videos.

These time-linked hyperlinks in the video make it easy to implement branching-structures by

linking videos together. This made it easier to make, distribute ánd watch interactive films which

in turn increased the familiarity of the audience to the interactive movie. “Although traversing an

interactive film made in this way is highly anticinematic and lacks flow due to the continual

presence of the YouTube visual interface, more interactive films (however simple in structure and

content) are being implemented here” (Hales, 2015, 45). The utilised techniques in the field of
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interactive film grew to encapsulate the wide variety of techniques available to creators made

possible by the web.

Although the story-branching structure made possible by Youtube annotations mimics the

functionalities of early interactive films, networked web technology allows for more elaborate

modes of interaction. By using the affordances of the web, content can be generated based on user

input as well as make use of crowdsourcing or incorporate data pulled from external databases.

Examples of such content are Studio Monikers’ Do Not Touch (2013) music video which

continually records users’ mouse movements to re-create new versions of the video. Chris Milks’

The Wilderness Downtown (2010) draws data from the Google Street View API in order to

generate versions of the music video that incorporate the users’ childhood homes creating fully

personal versions. Vincent Morrisset’s Sprawl (2011) analyses webcam data in order to alter

activity within the video. Alternatively, a project can be fully created by crowdsourcing like The

Johnny Cash Project (Milk, 2011) and Man with a Movie Camera: the Global Remake (Bard,

2007).

In addition to the web, other developments in technology have allowed creators to

experiment with their own novel interfaces. A subcategory of these developments is termed by

Ben-Arie (2017, 51-62) as the affective turn. These “constitute a range of hardware devices and

software paradigms that are able to capture more embodied aspects of userly performance that

were not considered relevant for the PC’s intellectual worker, and were used to extract the users’

emotional or affective state” (Ben Arie, 2017, 59). Pia Tikka’s film Obsession (Tikka, 2008) used

chairs embedded with biometrics sensors, and Michael Lews’ Office Voodoo (Lew 2003) required

users to interact with physical voodoo dolls in order to influence the narrative.

Where Kinoautomat (Činčera, 1976) needed highly skilled mechanics to create their novel

interface, new projects profited from technological developments. Microcontrollers like the

Arduino and microprocessors like the Raspberry Pi—both of which are programmable

mini-computers—, have made it easier to create specialised interfaces. Additionally, touchscreen

devices like smartphones and tablets allow creators to detect sophisticated actions and touches

that can be used to give the user agency over the content. Instead of the touchscreen being a novel

interface for specific projects such as The Aspen Movie Map (Naimark, 1978), it has now turned

into an interface that people have in their pockets and use all the time.

Traversing the history of interactive film we can observe how the term went from a

recognisably distinct genre, to a format that spans a wide range of phenomena that requires a

much broader definition (Hales, 2015, 46). The interactive film can now be represented in many

different forms; from web-experiences and museum installations to smart-phone apps and
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computer games. Additionally, whereas traditional cinema was confined to the cinematic

apparatus of the black-box cinema, interactive films can now appear on screens anywhere. Wasson

confirms this observation by stating that “Scholars have addressed the proliferation of images and

screens largely by tending to the ways in which cinema is more malleable than previously

understood, appearing everywhere, transforming across varied media and sites of consumption”

(Wasson, 2007, 74). As the mobile device brings new affordances with it that span both technical

and sociological contexts, their impact on the interactive cinema is bound to be vast.

2.2 Discourses on The Interactive Paradox

Whereas authors of traditional narrative can focus all of their choices to strengthen the narrative

in the ways they see fit, the author of an interactive narrative balances between the many different

pathways made possible by the interactivity. More importantly, authors of interactive narratives

have to design a system that “fulfils the basic condition of narrativity: a sequence of events

involving thinking individuals, linked by causal relations, motivated by a conflict, and aiming at

its resolution” (Ryan, 2009, 43). The more interactivity is added to the story, the more problematic

it becomes to form a well integrated narrative arc. This opposing relationship between narrative

and interactivity is known as “the interactive paradox” (Ryan, 2009, 45). Aylett and Louchart

(2004) formulate this paradox as follows: “On one hand the author seeks control over the

direction of a narrative in order to give it a satisfactory structure. On the other hand a

participating user demands the autonomy to act and react without explicit authorial constraint.”

Ryan (2009, 51) mentions that existing forms of interactive narrative can be broadly

divided into bottom-up and top-down systems. While in bottom-up systems, the stories are

created at runtime, top-down systems require pre-defined scripted content. This also means that

the former could be played many times, and each time it is experienced could present a different

outcome. The latter would result in a singular story-line over and over again.

In bottom-up narrative systems, the program creates a world of characters and objects to

interact with. When a user interacts with an object, it changes the overall state of the fictional

world and by doing so, other options and possibilities become available (Ryan, 2009, 43). By

interacting and observing the evolution of the storyworld, the user distils a story that is unique to

their actions. Because of this, the outcomes of all possible interactions are too vast for any

narrative designer to anticipate and therefore, a lot of control over the narrative is lost. In

contract, the top-down approach is quite typical in narrative games. In such a system, the player

traces a pre-defined narrative path which leads to a fixed ending—or multiple endings if the
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system offers a branching narrative structure—-. Because of this predefined path, the users’ agency

to alter the story by means of interaction virtually disappears. In contrast to the loss of agency for

the user, the designer regains their control over the story.

A major drawback of the bottom-up approach is that it becomes virtually impossible to

create a satisfying ending. Especially if that ending has to adhere to the Aristotelian curve of rise

and fall in tension, which is the most common form of story closure. However, Ryan (2009, 53)

notes that “closure is not indispensable to narrative pleasure: throughout history, from the

never-ending Renaissance narrative of Orlando Furioso to the feuilleton novels of Dickens [...]”.

The drawback of the top-down approach is that it only allows for weak integrations of the player’s

actions into the narrative. But using either bottom-up or top-down systems is not mutually

exclusive, they can just as well be merged. Bottom-up systems could involve scripted elements

that guide the narrative output and top-down systems can allow for interaction while not

drastically altering the scripted story-arch. As Ryan mentions “Any future solution to the paradox

of interactive narrativity will lie in a novel combination of top-down and bottom-up design”

(Ryan, 2009, 53).

2.3 Game versus cinema

When interactivity is added to cinematic narrative conventions, it quickly raises the question of

whether it becomes a game. After all; games rely on user interactivity mostly in the form of

pressing buttons on a controller and they similarly use those user inputs to progress the narrative.

There is a distinction between interactivity and narrative in that “while narrativity is used to

construct meaning, interactivity can be a type of play” (Ryan, 2009, 45).  Additionally, there is a

difference in modes of engagement between the traditional cinema and the game. “While in

cinema, the viewer is expected to sit back and experience the argument passively, with

videogames, the user is required to actively engage in the proces” (Vosmeer, 2014, 141).

Additionally, the increased use of cinematic techniques in game design trends further blur

the line between films and games. Recently we have seen adaption of cinematic perspectives into

game design such as the use of multiple camera angles, slow motion replays, advanced sound

design (Atkinson, 2009, 29) and mimicking of camera and lens characteristics such as depth of

field and chromatic aberration. Does that mean that games are becoming interactive cinema, or is

the modern interactive film actually a game?

One proposition is that we can differentiate between game and narrative by looking at the

goal of the interaction as intended by the author. Marie-Laure Ryan (2009) notes that “The
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combination of narrativity and interactivity oscillates between two forms: the narrative game, in

which narrative meaning is subordinated to the player’s actions, and the playable story, in which

the player’s actions are subordinated to narrative meaning”  (Ryan, 2009, 45).  This means that in

a game, the story is meant to drive the gameplay forward and give meaning to the interaction.

While in a playable story the gameplay is meant to progress the narrative  (Ryan, 2009, 45).

Therefore, the distinction between narrative and game is one of the intended goals. In addition to

Ryans’ distinction, Caillois (2001) also differentiates between two different types of games: The

ludus and the padia.

Ludus games are games in which the play follows a strict set of rules and has clearly

defined states of winning and losing (Ryan, 2009, 46). Padia games are games in which the

pleasure of playing arises from meaning and creating representation (Ryan, 2009, 46). In a

narrative game—which is close to the idea of ludus—the player plays to win and any added

narrative is only to lure the player into the game world. This can be observed in the intensity of

the action while playing. In the action of playing, players can forget whether they are terrorist or

counter-terrorists, aliens or defenders of the earth: in the narrative game, the player plays to win

(Ryan, 2009, 46) regardless of what they represent. Additionally, the role of cutscenes in games

not only change the goal—from active play to passively following the narrative—but also switch

engagement styles from what Vosmeer (2014) calls ‘lean back’ to ‘learn forward’ (Vosmeer, 2014,

142). This reinforces the notion that the narrative is not actually part of the game, but a separate

layer that interrupts the game itself.

The kind of narrative that Ryan (2009) describes as playable stories is much closer to the

idea of padia. The goal of a playable story is not to beat the game in any way, “but to observe the

evolution of the storyworld” (Ryan, 2009, 46). Generally, playable stories lack the notion of

winning or losing and players are not necessarily focussed on specific goals put forth by the game.

One could argue that an interactive film is in some sense always a playable story. As

interaction drives the narrative forward, and the intentions are solely driven by the narrative itself.

2.4 Interface dispositives

In contrast to the conventional cinema apparatus, the interactive cinema employs the interface as

an inherent part of the cinematic text. From the black box theatre, the big screen and

surround-sound systems, everything in the traditional cinema is designed to immerse the viewer.

By overpowering the senses, the ordinary film-viewer has no chance of escaping the cinematic

gaze. Additionally, the viewer is meant to sit and watch. No queries are made to the viewer by the
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interface itself and so their immersion is left uninterrupted. In interactive cinema, the interface is

an inherent part of the work itself, and can therefore play an important part in the narrative.

According to Rimmon-Kenan (2002, 3–4), “out of the three aspects of classical narratology—story,

narration, text—the text is the only aspect directly accessible to the reader: “It is through the text

that he or she acquires knowledge of the story (its object) and of the narration (the process of its

production)” ( Rimmon-Kenan, 2002, 4). In the case of interactive cinema, the interface is part of

shaping the text. Since the interface is dependent on user interaction, a work of interactive

narratives generates a new text every time a user interacts with it which is in contrast to old

non-interactive media which presents the same text every time.

Over time, the interfaces employed in the interactive cinema have changed both in the

technological hardware and the way we use it; the social constructs around the technology.

Ben-Arie (2015, 51-62) employs the terms apparatus and dispositives in order to frame these

developments. In cinematic discourse the term apparatus is often used to describe the equipment

and techniques used to create cinema —mainly the use of the camera, and the screening theatre—

. However, in the case of interfaces we will see that this term lacks an important part of our usage

of technology; the social and cultural aspects. The term dispositive is used to describe not just the

hardware itself but the social context of using a certain technology (Ben-Arie, 2015, 52). Because

these terms encompass the complex developments in interfaces and technology usage I will use

them in this chapter. The developments can roughly be divided into four separate dispositives;

The pre-PC, PC, the networked and post-PC dispositive ( Ben-Arie, 2015, 51-62). As can be seen in

the naming of these dispositives; the advent of the personal computer has had a great impact on

interface developments in regards to interactive film.

The pre-PC dispositive signifies a time period in which an interest for the involvement of

audiences in determining plot development begins taking preliminary shape in several traditional

media (Ben-Arie, 2015, 53). Examples from both theatre

2

, books and later

3

television can be seen.

However, Ben-Arie (2015, 53) does not consider these examples fully interactive as neither books

nor cinema or television possess interfaces for true interaction with the audience. Theatre did

allow for some interaction, but it's presented outcomes could not afford individual agency (only

one solution could be shown to the audience as a whole).

3 Murderous Decision (Hirschbiegel, 1991) was a television-film that was broadcasted simultaneously on two
channels. Viewers could freely switch between these channels using their remote-control and therefore alter
their perspectives on the story —missing out on different clues that were simultaneously exposed on different
channels (Brucker, 2013).

2 Ayn Rand’s Night of January (1934) involved audience members as part of a jury panel that was able to
conduct a verdict within the theatrical narrative. While this was in some part interactive, it was solely interactive
for four—often pre-screened—members of the public and therefore cannot be considered a truly interactive
theatrical play (Heller 2009, 90).
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This inability to offer interaction was caused by the early computers’ processing speed

which did not allow for an interactive process between the computer and the operator. The

computer could take in a command and return output based on that command. However, at the

time this was such a slow process that it could hardly be classified as direct interaction. This

distinction of interactivity is also argued by Friedberg (2009) who claims that in order to generate

meaningful interaction between the operator and the operating system. There must remain

constant contact with the processor through the graphical user interface (GUI). This is

contrasting to for example television which may only require certain points of contact (making a

choice by zapping) but will return information without the same constant prompting; the

information continues to play even without the user making a choice. (Friedberg, 2009)

The PC-dispositive is marked by the advent of PCs becoming mass-market devices, which

sparked an interest from creators to utilise the computers’ interactivity to allow for user agency.

Importantly, Ben-Arie (2015, 58) states that with the rise of the desktop computer the interface

used for interacting with content on the computer was also standardised. Since the mid-1970s, our

interaction with computers has been mediated by the dominant interface paradigm of the

personal computer and the WIMP GUI

4

. “The design of the PC, while allowing some naturalistic

connection (through the mouse) between the user’s bodily movement and operations inside the

computer, essentially stressed the cognitive and intellectual over the embodied and affective, the

individual over the social and the visual over the other senses” (Ben-Arie, 2015, 54).  Even though

the computer might have been designed for the individual and focused more on productivity and

information-gathering, it did provide users a lot more user agency over the content within the

computer than possible before. While in its fullest sense, agency is the ability to act in the physical

world (Knoller, 2012), the agency offered by the PC limits the user to solely interact with

representations within it. The personal computer was not (yet) a social tool, and certainly did not

incorporate the full potential of the users’ physical abilities other than their hands controlling the

mouse and keyboard. However, this has changed.

In the decade between 2000-2010, the advent of mobile devices signified the start of the

post-PC dispositive in which several vectors of change -some of them already in the making- are

converging into mainstream use. Under the post-PC dispositif, we see rapid developments of

interface technologies such as the multi-touch interfaces embedded in tablets and smartphones,

as well as the integration of accelerometers, geo-location and other sensors into mobile devices

and game controllers that afford gestural interaction, either via controllers (as in the Wii-mote) or

4 WIMP GUI is an abbreviation for “windows, icons, menus, pointed” and “graphical, user, interface”. This term
describes the conventional PC user interface that uses these elements to convey possible affordances to the user.
(Markoff, 2009)
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through tracking (as in the Microsoft Kinect) (Ben-Arie, 2015, 60). These new interface

technologies make it possible—and more mainstream—to attend to the embodiment of the user

while at the same time embedding computational affordances in non-digital objects. We now go

from merely sitting at a desk and pointing with the mouse, to tapping, swiping, speaking and even

displacing ourselves in order to navigate across content.  This changes the relation between

computers and bodies, removing the user from the desktop and allowing computational

experiences to proceed across space and time (Ben-Arie, 2015, 54).

As we can see, the interface went through major changes which accelerated over the last

decade. The interface disrupted the stable apparatus of the cinema and has continuously been

re-invented. As the PC became the standardised interactive device a sort-of stable interactive

apparatus was formed which has recently been disrupted by the mobile device. In interactive film

projects the interface is an inherent part of the cinematic text and therefore a challenge to authors

arises as they now have to design a narrative that transcends both the content and the interface.

The user now has to comprehend both the apparatus and the storyworld.

2.5 Relations to small screens

“However moving images are conceived—as institution, experience, or aesthetic—their past and

present are unthinkable without screens. [...] Some screens emit light and some reflect it; some are

stationary and others mobile. Variations abound. But, one thing is certain: contemporary culture is

host to more screens in more places than ever before” (Wasson, 2006,  74). The affordance of

mobile devices to be mobile, dictates the size and weight of the device to be small enough to be

carried around by an individual. This change in screen-size and gained affordance of mobility

affects the way we consume and relate to the images represented through its (small) screen.

Wasson (2006, 75) claims that these changes in the media environment require a new definition

of cinema as the traditional cinema apparatus does not account for the recent shifts in media

culture. She particularly focuses on the size and mobility of the screen to appear anywhere. She

uses the term networked screen to address these different types of screens that act as nodes in a

complex network of cinema and argues that the interface of the screen -whether in a traditional

cinema or in the palm of one's hand- alters what is presented on them. Wasson (2006, 76) notes

that “[…] screens persistently and actively shape the images they yield and the experience of those

who watch and listen to them”. Screens are not merely the light-emitting panel that we see, but

consist both of tactile materials and specific institutional networks that shape our perception.
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“Their shape, size, buttons, and positioning reflect the logics of the systems and structures that

produce and sustain them” (Wasson, 2006, 76).

Wasson wrote her article in 2007—the year before the first iPhone came out—and thus her

comparison of cinemas’ exhibition modes analyses the screens of the IMAX theatre versus

Quicktime videos embedded on the web. Even though the article is not about mobile devices as

we know them today; her analysis of experience in regards to screen sizes is relevant in this

discussion. About these web-embedded Quicktime videos she notes “... they are really, really small,

frequently no bigger than two to three inches wide, dwarfed even by the diminutive desktop,

laptop, or hand-held screens on which they appear.” (Wasson, 2006, 80). Ironically, the width of

an Iphone screen is akin to the described Quicktime player about three inches (7.62 centimetres)

wide.

By analysing the big IMAX screen and small web-embedded (Quicktime) screens she

argues how the size of a screen differentiates our viewing experience. While IMAX engulfs its

spectators, by employing an expansive screen that fully encapsulates the limits of human view

angles, (Wasson, 2007, 85), [...] These web-embedded films are similar to what Stewart (1993)

identifies as the miniature. She suggests that these miniature objects invite a sense of mastery.

“We tower above the miniature. We envelop it, hold it in our hand, survey it all in a quick glance.

As opposed to the gigantic, which promises to contain us, the miniature is easily contained. We

look at little films from a distance rather than with a sense of being inside of them: ‘To be above,

to look down, to take into the yearning eye more at a single glance: here we are at the very

threshold of the lure of the miniature.” (Steward, 1993, 83). Additionally, the small screen enacts

the logics of private, domestic and possession. The small screen invites us to lean in as opposed to

the ‘sit back and relax’ of conventional cinema (Wasson, 2007, 88).

One could conclude that the mobile device holds a unique position that invites user

interactivity. The interactivity is enabled by the touch-screen, sensors, and networked abilities.

But the devices’ size makes it personal and invites the user to act on it instead of merely viewing.
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3.0 State-of-the-art

This chapter surveys a selection of interactive film projects that give an insight into the current

state of interactive film. Projects have been bundled because they make use of the same

distribution platforms, interactions or belong to a common trend. The selected projects are all

interactive though not all are made exclusively for mobile devices. These non-mobile projects are

included because the mobile deployment of interactive narratives is a continuation of a larger

trend of interactive media that has seen explosive growth especially during the last decade.

Projects made for the PC might not give insight into the specific interactive possibilities of the

mobile device, but they can provide thorough insight into human-computer interactivity,

interactive film and the broader context of interactive narratives. Additionally, the non-mobile

projects in this section have informed the production of my own interactive film which will be

documented in detail in the following chapters. This list of projects is non-exhaustive and there

are probably many more projects that in some way relate to the research done in this thesis. This

is a purely personal selection that ties in to the topics of the literature review, indicates my own

interests and informs the practical part of the thesis.

The technological nature of many interactive film projects has made them very dependent

on specific technology. Technology that can at times become obsolete in a few years. An example

of which is Adobe Flash which was used in many interactive film projects in the early 2000s but is

not widely supported any more (Adobe, 2021). Because of this tight coupling with specific

technology I have not been able to interact with all the described projects first hand. If this was

the case, my observations were made through articles, play-through videos and production diaries.

Whether the experience was observed first or second hand will be mentioned in the text.

3.1 Mobile device as a controller

To start off, I would like to discuss a project which does not use the mobile device as a screen to

present the film to the viewer, but merely uses the device as an interface to control the film. Just a

Reflector (Morisset, 2013) is an interactive music video made for the song Reflektor by Arcade

Fire and creatively directed by Vincent Morisset and Aaron Koblin. The project utilises a

combination of WebGL and web-sockets to create an interactive experience that transcends the

computer screen and thereby uses a mobile device as a controller.
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The project consists of a music video that is—both in its narrative linearity and

production process—a traditional production. However, by allowing users to connect their

smartphones to the website, the user acquires agency over the visual representation of the images.

Users establish this connection before the start of the experience, where they receive instructions

to pair the devices. Once connected, the mobile device streams data from the accelerometer and

gyroscope to the website which then affects WebGL shaders that influence the visuals of the

video. Examples of these actions include; wiping away video layers, connecting dots on a surface,

and changing colour-schemes while the video is playing.

Even though user agency is restricted to merely visual representation, it provides a layer

that invites reflection and identification. This is enhanced by putting the user inside of the video

by incorporating a webcam-video feed in the music video. Above all, the ability to influence the

visual layer stimulates curiosity and discovery. Additionally, leveraging the mobile device as a

controller makes this interaction a physical one over one that is mediated through the

conventional computer interface of a keyboard and mouse.

3.2 Short-form interactive narrative on the mobile device

In the following section I will discuss a collection of short-form interactive narratives, specifically

made for the mobile device. While short-form narratives for the mobile device are more common

as opposed to long-form projects, sadly many of these also use now unsupported technology.

Interestingly, short-form projects give authors the chance to try something new and therefore I

could find some innovative ways of interaction and narration within these examples.
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The productions discussed in this chapter encompass more than solely mobile-driven

experiences and some of them have to be viewed on a PC. However, this section will only discuss

the mobile-driven parts of the project.

3.2.1 Interactive Haiku

The Interactive Haiku (NFB, 2015) project by the National Film Board of Canada and television

broadcaster ARTE is a collection of twelve short-form interactive experiences made by a selection

of different creators. A requirement for the projects was that they had to be ‘playable’ on

computers, tablets and other mobile devices and had the restriction to be a maximum of

60-second in length. Though not all projects are made specifically for mobile devices, some of

them employ interactions that are unique to the mobile device.

In particular, the haiku called Season Stroller (Fuentes, 2015) requires the user to

‘walk’ along a path that presents a short narrative in the form of text. This walking is done by

swiping alternating fingers across the touch-screen as if the fingers represent legs traversing the

path depicted on the screen. This interaction does not change anything in the experience or the

narrative itself—it merely moves the camera forward, unveiling sentences like flipping the pages

of a book—. However, it does put the viewer into an imaginary state in which the ‘walk’ seems a

lot more real through its tactility.

Additionally, the top-down perspective works very well on the mobile device. As opposed

to sitting at a desktop computer looking forward, we tend to hold our phone in our hands and

look down at it. This reinforces the perspective that the interactive narrative employs.
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3.2.2 Very Very Shorts

In a continuation of the Interactive Haiku project, the National Film Board of Canada, ARTE and

IDFA Doclab launched a project called Very Very Shorts which is “a collection of ten web-based

interactive projects for smartphones, exploring the theme of mobility through very, very short

experiences” (ARTE, n.d.). The shorts are all very different and some make more use than others

of the specific affordances of the mobile device.

The Paper Sail (Cosmografik, 2017) invites viewers to fold a simple piece of paper and

place it on the surface of the screen, seemingly transforming the mobile device into a little

sailboat that can be guided by rotating the phone. The project uses the compass data to match the

rotation in the digital and physical world.

FlipFly (Cossou, 2017) invites users to—virtually—play with a childhood toy by employing

the device's accelerometer, and Viral Advisor asks users to upload a photo which is then analysed

by a neural network to receive a virality score.

A recurrence in the Very Very Short projects is that it seems that; the more an experience

is based on its interactivity, the less narrative is present. While A Temporary Contract (Kolster,

2017) and Where is home? (Nnaobi, 2017) Are the shorts that deliver the most easily

comprehensible stories, their platforms of delivery are Whatsapp and Instagram. These platforms

restrict the use of novel interactions. Because of this limitation, the interface is more easily

comprehensible by users but at the same time, it limits the creators’  use of the mobile devices’

affordances to merely the touch-screen and conventional tapping interaction. Other shorts that

took the mobile phones affordances to create unique interactions often lacked narrative and

creators expressed the experience itself as their main feature.

3.2.3 I Love Potatoes

Another interesting interactive narrative for the mobile device is the game I Love Potatoes

(Fugulin, 2020), which is—even though it is mostly referred to as a game—fully funded by the

National Film Board of Canada, further blurring the line of what constitutes a game, a film or

whether an interactive film could be considered a combination of both.

I Love Potatoes (Fugulin, 2020) tells the story of Chips, a little elf living in Potatoland

where everyone loves potatoes and the ‘potato economy’ fuels all facets of life. When the village is

struck by misfortune (a lack of potatoes), Chips has to find a solution to save his community. The

narrative deals with topics such as social innovation and sustainable economy in a slightly absurd

and funny way. (NFB, 2020).
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I Love Potatoes does not feature any innovative ways for users to interact with the story

world. Users solely tap to move the protagonist around or activate dialogs with other characters in

Potatoland. The project features game-like features and forces the user to collect potatoes and

robot parts before progressing to the next stage of the story. While these tasks extended the

length of the project, they did not really add anything to the story itself which is mostly

communicated through dialogs with other characters.

Interestingly, the game features a stylized top-down camera perspective which gives us the

sense of distance and mastery rather than the sense of being inside them (Steward, 1993, 83). This

works very well as the game discusses broad problems of modern day society and yet allows users

to take a step back and look at these topics from a distance.

3.3 Long-form interactive narrative on the mobile device

In this section I will go over two long-form interactive film projects which were specifically made

for the mobile device. Long form interactive film projects that target the mobile device seem to be

rare. These two projects have been completed very recently which additionally shows that

creators are only just moving on from short-form experiments to long-form cinematic projects.

Motto (Morisset, 2020) spans the length of a feature film (divided into six chapters) and would be

considered long-form even within the traditional cinema genre. In contrast, Far Away From Far

Away (Alcock, 2020) only spans approximately half an hour which—while still considered

relatively short in traditional cinema—I will consider as long form in comparison to most other

mobile-only projects which rarely span over 10 minutes in length.
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3.3.1 Motto

Motto (Morisset, 2020) is a project by studio AATOAA and Sean Michaels which employs the

mobile phone as its sole distribution device. The creators describe the project as a ‘Playful,

one-of-a-kind adventure—an interactive novella that uses thousands of tiny videos to tell the

thousand-year tale of a kindhearted spirit named September’ (AATOAA, 2020). It is hard to put

Motto in a specific category, as it incorporates a fictional narrative embedded with user-sourced

‘real-life’ material. Additionally, the narrative expands outwards from the screen to actively

include the individual users’ surroundings which in turn extend the project. The mobile device

plays an important role in enabling this kind of interaction.

The project is web-based and runs solely on mobile devices. Web-browsers can recognise

which device the user uses to access the website. Therefore, the browser can reject access to the

experience when the device trying to access the service is not a mobile device. This exclusion of

all other devices is needed as the project heavily relies on the affordances of the mobile device.

The user is required to tap the screen to progress the story and has to actively contribute to the

story by using their camera to record short video sequences. The incorporation of an embedded

camera is particularly central in this project, about which Vincent Morisset (director) himself

mentioned “the camera becomes our interface and our mode of interacting” (Mal, 2020).

The project consists of a database of curated and user-submitted video material which is

overlaid with poetic texts which form the narrative thread of the story. By tapping the screen the

user can progress to the next shot, which in turn also presents a new part of the narrative text.

Apart from tapping away on the screen to further narrative, a big part of Motto’s

interaction comes from inviting the user to capture their own realities by using their camera. This

footage becomes a part of their experience, and can (if permission is given by the user) also

become part of the bigger database from which the film sources footage to use in others’

experiences. Both choices made by the user clicking as well as this sourcing of footage changes the

individual experiences people have with the project. Vincent Morisset explains, “the context and
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reality of the participants become a part of the story”. Because the creators could not foresee what

footage users would contribute, they used the narrative thread written by Sean Michaels to form

the ‘backbone’ of the story. This way they could be assured the project would constitute a

coherent story, without which Motto would become a collection of images similar to an

impressionist patchwork (Mal, 2020).

The tone of voice of the film and the interface of the small (mobile) screen make Motto

feel intimate. The protagonist September reaches out to the user talking in the past sense. This

makes—in addition to watching it on a screen the size of our hand palm—the narrative feel like

reading some sort of diary. This was an interesting insight as it links back to stewards notion in

regards to small screen size that “We look at little films from a distance rather than with a sense of

being inside of them” which was especially true for my personal experience of watching Motto

(Steward, 1993, 83).

3.3.2 Far Away From Far Away

Another long-form project is Far Away From Far Away (Alcock, 2020), directed by Bruce Alcock

and Jeremy Mendes. The film tells the story of a young girl growing up on the remote Fogo island

with her father during the 1960s and ‘70s and thereby tells a story that signifies how we walk with

one foot in the past and one in the future (NFB, 2020).

The interactive film, made exclusively for smartphones takes about thirty minutes to

complete which I consider long-form in comparison to most other mobile-only projects which

rarely take longer than 10 minutes to complete. The film is built up of 36 individual chapters that

users can easily navigate back to once the whole film has been viewed in chronological order at

least once. While the project features some possibilities for interaction, the story is linear and can

not be influenced through the users’ interaction. The interaction only affects the visual

appearance and pacing of the film.

The project includes interaction solely in the form of tapping, swiping (to which the

project responds similarly) and dragging the finger over the screen. The result of the interaction is

one of two possibilities; the user either progresses through a list of different short videos in a

fashion similar to Instagram's stories feature or, the user unveils a video ‘behind’ the video by a

transition seemingly burning away the video on top. These interactions are explained to users at

the start of the film and communicated to the user by different interface elements positioned at

the top of the screen.
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While the video element of the project contains some interactive features, the narrative is

mostly told by use of audio. Users can progress shots and unveil extra layers of footage, but this

does in no way affect the auditive layer that the narrative is heavily reliant on. Additionally, most

of the videos that the user can cycle through by tapping, contain the same text that is told by

means of audio. Because of this inclusion of text in these video fragments, the interactive choices

given to the user turn out useless in these parts as it is very confusing to hear a one story, and read

something else at the same time. Additionally, while some of the layers actually revealed different

shots that juxtaposed the past and the future, some layers were exactly the same and just made

black-and-white to reinforce this old-versus-new contrast.

When I first read about Far Away From Far Away it seemed very promising. However,

after watching the project I felt mostly disappointed. The interactions did not add much to the

story and neither did they fill me with a sense of discovery or exploration as interactions were left
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unrewarded. While a blogpost from IDFA Doclab mentioned that the story is “told in a personal

format and specially made for our most intimate of digital devices: the smartphone” (IDFA, 2019)

I felt the project did not really make use of this intimacy.

Surveying these two long-form interactive film projects there are a few things to notice. For one,

both make use of live-action film footage while fully computer generated, hand drawn or

animated footage is more common in short-form interactive films. This limits the interactive

possibilities for the user, but can greatly lower the cost of production and therefore increase the

final length of these projects.

Additionally, both films make use of interactions that are already comprehended by users

due to their previous experiences with the mobile device; tapping and swiping. This resonates

with Ben Arie’s statement that viewers of interactive films have to comprehend both the interface

and the storyworld (Ben Arie, 2015, 60). Therefore, a safe choice for these long-form projects is to

go with common interfaces and interactions as opposed to the experiments that are common in

short-form interactive projects.

3.4 Interactive experiences through (Social) Augmented

Reality

Augmented reality (AR) has been a much anticipated technology. It makes use of mobile devices

as users are meant to move around in a space in which virtual objects can be represented by

overlaying them on the physical space. In doing so, AR crosses a border between real-life footage

and overlaid computer-generated content that integrates the user into a digitally constructed

environment.

The popularity and use of AR has recently increased rapidly as social-media platforms

enable augmented reality effects on their platforms. An article on Immerse describing these

developments mentions:  “While many of the use cases remain surface-level interventions, such as

hamster faces, cosmetic filters, and branding schemes, there’s also unprecedented user-generated

creativity” (Kim, 2020). The projects Homeless Realities (JOVRNALISM, 2018) and Grey Matter

(Vanderborght, 2019) are both non-fictional AR-documentaries which make use of the AR

capabilities of the above-mentioned social platforms and manage to overcome the superficiality of

many other developed AR effects on the platforms. Additionally, David O’Reilly has created some

augmented reality effects for Instagram that push filmic qualities to the realm of social-AR.
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The film Homeless Realities (JOVRNALISM, 2018) uses the Snapchat platform to overlay

3D-scanned tents of homeless individuals in the users’ own surroundings. By moving around in

their own physical environment viewers could explore these tents alongside an audio-interview

with the person living in them. By moving around and tapping on objects users could unveil the

stories of these people and their objects. An interesting detail of this augmented reality use is that

users could ‘enter’ the tent by moving close to its entrance. Switching from the 3D model of the

outside of the tent, to a 360 degree picture of the inside. Therefore, even transitioning between

multiple digital spaces within a single experience.All these interactions invited the user to walk

around and explore and with it transformed a traditional documentary narrative into an

experience by which users navigate freely through the narrative.

Grey Matter (Vanderborght, 2019) is a documentary that similarly uses Snapchat’s

augmented reality capabilities to tell the stories of 10 senior citizens in Canada. In addition to

being able to interact with on-screen elements by touching the screen, Grey Matter

(Vanderborght, 2019) makes use of face-tracking to position designed elements on top of the

users’ face. Accompanied by audio-interviews with the different subjects of the AR-lenses (this is

how Snapchat calls AR-effects on their platform) the project tries to offer users an ‘open-ended

reflection’. The use of face tracking technology gives

the project a way to superimpose the content on

viewers’ faces, thereby guiding individual reflection.

David O’Reilly’s It Is Always You (2019) puts

the viewer in a droste effect in which you—through the

phone—are looking at yourself, looking at yourself,

looking at yourself again (IDFA, 2019). Transforming

the ‘you’ into different versions of being. The project is

as much an AR-effect as a super-short movie that

superimposes the viewers’ face on the protagonist

thereby integrating the viewer into the experience

itself. O’Reilly pushed the technological capabilities of

the platform and was (according to his own website)

the first to implement —among some other things— a

3D Moving and Zooming Camera, 3rd Person view of

the user in a 3D world, and a Short-film-like timed

experience. Additionally, the effect relies on the
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willingness of users to cast themselves as the visual subject and at the same time, put the vanity

and self-centeredness of social-media platforms firmly into perspective (IDFA, 2019).

Another interesting notion about each of these mobile augmented reality projects is that

they all make use of superimposition and make the user aware of their own position within the

digitally created space. While Homeless Realities (JOVRNALISM, 2018) is the least clear example

of this, it still heavily relies on putting you into the perspective of a homeless person. In some

ways, these augmented reality examples are as much about the content they show as they are

about the viewer themselves and their perspectives into the digitally created environment

3.5 Non-mobile interactive film projects.

In the following section, interactive film projects that were not specifically made for the mobile

device will be discussed. These have informed my own practice while making the thesis project

and therefore I wanted to include them in this thesis. As a consequence of my decision to make

my project project fully computer-generated, I have to state that—while there are examples of

interactive films that primarily use live-action footage—this selection mostly includes projects that

make use of computer-generated components and additionally allow direct manipulation of the

content by the user. As a consequence, neither of these projects has a branching narrative

structure, but rather an open ended and linear storyline (if any). The list is non-exhaustive and

there are probably many more projects that have unconsciously influenced my own practices.

However, the following projects have very direct links to the thesis project and could therefore be

of interest to the reader.

3.5.1 BLABLA

Vincent Morisset’s film BLABLA (2011) has been described by its author as ‘a film for computers’

and explores the principles of communication through six chapters in the life of an endearing

character (NFB,2011). The film is deployed as a website, which motivates the reason why Morisset

decided to call it a film for computers. Morisset explains “The word ‘film’ implies a narrative

experience that touches our emotions, whereas the word ‘website’ tends to evoke a source of

information, or a more cerebral experience” (NFB, 2011).

BLABLA is divided into six different chapters that are each separated by a title screen

giving some textual context to the following chapter. This technique guides the interpretation of

the different chapters by the user. This rather simple solution to the complicated problem of
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aligning the authors ideas with the openly-interpretable interaction helped to convey a coherent

story as the chapters themselves mostly rely on interaction that does not always clearly convey a

narrative.

Nothing happens in BLABLA without viewers interacting in some form. Everyone makes

their own choices and therefore creates their own unique experience within the framework laid

out by the creator (Perreault, 2011). All interaction is mediated through the mouse. Though each

chapter requires users to act differently, this consistency in how to interact makes the project easy

to comprehend as users do not have to comprehend the story and the interface at the same time.

Additionally, navigating the computer screen with the mouse is widely understood by users of all

ages.
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BLABLA features a wide range of interesting feedback for almost any kind of interaction.

Users can click anywhere and trigger some form of feedback which results in a satisfying

experience even when the story is hard to comprehend. Morisset says about this himself; “In all

my projects I try to design the interaction to be rewarding for whatever you do and who you are,

so a kid that is hyperactive and will click like a maniac, or my mom that will click once every 30

seconds,” (Perreault, 2011).

3.5.2 Way To Go

The interactive experience Way To Go (2015) Made by Vincent Morisset, Caroline Robert,

Édouard Lanctôt-Benoit and studio AATOAA, similarly employs the web-browser as a way to

deliver the interactive experience. It’s Google Experiments page describes the project as follows;

Way to Go is a walk in the woods. It is an astonishing interactive experience, a restless

panorama, a mixture of hand-made animation, 360º video capture, music and dreaming

and code; but mostly it is a walk in the woods, c'mon. (Google, 2015)

It is hard to put Way To Go in a category. It is not quite a film nor is it a game experience. In Way

To Go users take control of the walking pace, and make their way through the forest alongside a

white stick figure with a boxy head. Users can walk, run, jump and look around, but can only

move forward along a set path. Yet by the simple operations of just clicking your mouse or the

buttons on your keyboard, one can change the surroundings from a black and white stream to a

pastel colored jungle. Interactions actively manipulate the film’s pacing, with a percussive score of

drums and chimes speeding and slowing as you move faster or jump and hit the ground

(Perreault, 2011). The whole project resonates with a meditative experience (Welk, 2016).

The experience interestingly starts off by stating that ‘No one’s waiting, no one’s keeping

score’.  As the user interacts with the projects by means of mouse and keyboard, there is a

tendency for users to go into the experience as a game. By using this textual cue, the project

guides the user into a state where it is understood that progress does not necessarily matter and

the only thing left to do is to go further and explore. Interestingly, this seems very effective. While

all game-elements are taken away it is much easier—and suddenly more interesting—to look at

what is around you and appreciate the surroundings. Accompanied by a score that speeds up

when walking, the project feels rich in interactivity even though the means by which to interact

and the feedback it gives are limited.
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While Way to Go does not convey a story in the traditional sense, it invites users to slow

down and reflect. It is very much a contemplative experience for the viewers and therefore more

akin to an abstract or arthouse film.

3.6 Reflecting the State of the Art

When surveying the state of the art a couple things become apparent. First and foremost,

interactive films come in many different forms. As opposed to traditional cinema, it is not easy to

define the exact apparatus that is used to create an interactive film. Given the many different

affordances of the mobile device, this apparatus can transform into increasingly many different

modalities, further blurring a definitive form. Therefore, creators of an interactive film have to

find their own ways of using the affordances at hand in a way that fits their story. Some of these

interactions are properly embedded into the narrative itself—like in Season Stroller (Fuentes,
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2015), and BLABLA (Morisset, 2011)—in which the user walks across the narrative mimicking

footsteps on the screen with their fingers, or clicks around, literally poking the on-screen

character. Others simply seem to comply with common practises of mobile-device interactions

—as in Far Away From Far Away (Alcock, 2020)—in which interactions derived from Instagram

are used in order to give the user agency over the content.

Secondly, though all projects that were surveyed throughout this state-of-the-art chapter

were interactive, they differ a lot in terms of the agency they allow the user to have. While some

projects rely on the user interaction to progress the narrative, others simply progress the narrative

on their own terms merely giving the user the chance to interact with an ‘additional layer’ on top

of the non-interactive narrative as seen in; It is always You (O’Reilly, 2019), and Just a Reflektor

(Morisset, 2013). The first in which the user only has their face superimposed onto on-screen

elements, and in the latter the user merely influences graphics-shaders that influence

computer-generated elements on top of the original footage.

Lastly, the interactive—and sometimes computer generated—nature of the projects once

again raises the question on where and when the border between cinema and games is crossed.

While projects like Just a Reflektor (Morisset, 2013), Motto (Morisset, 2020) and Far Away From

Far Away (Alcock, 2020) felt very much like films due to their use of life-action footage, projects

such as BLABLA (Morisset, 2011) and Season Stroller (Fuentes, 2015) had a much more

game-like feel. Additionally, I Love Potatoes (Fugulin, 2015) even included a lot of

game-mechanics like free-roaming character navigation and the need to collect objects in order to

further progress the narrative. However, I Love Potatoes (Fugulin, 2015) has been funded by the

National Film Board of Canada, suggesting its acceptance into the sphere of interactive projects

considered films. Furthermore, while some of these projects seem to acquire a more game-like feel

due to their visual appearance being computer generated, we still consider animated movies to be

films. These insights suggest that we can neither differentiate between film and game by the visual

style, a projects’ computer generated nature, or even its inclusion of game mechanics. Ryan (2009,

45) gives some guidance in this by defining the difference between the story game and the

playable story. From this perspective, each and every of these projects would be considered a

playable story since each of them focuses both the creators and the users’ intentions on the story

rather than the act of playing or requirement of operating skill. However, While a playable story is

certainly not a game in the conventional way, neither does it equate to an interactive film. This

border remains blurry, and while we have an easier time saying what is a film when we see it, it

remains hard to define what is not a film.
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4.0 Project development: Creations

4.1 Project background

The idea for Creations did not come out of nowhere. As mentioned before, my filmmakers’ heart

has endured a long engrained aversion against any film-related projects deployed solely for the

mobile device and yet I still ended up writing a thesis about how to make a film for mobile

devices. How did I end up here? The origin lies in a causality of a number of events.

Ever since I have been interested in interactive film I have overwhelmingly been inspired

by interactive film projects that were developed between roughly 2010 and 2014. Quite possibly

because this was exactly the time at which I was pursuing my bachelor's degree in film directing.

Another reason might be that between those years, there happened to be some sort of interactive

film explosion.

Projects like Just a Reflektor (Morisset, 2013), The wilderness Downtown (Milk, 2010)

and Three Dreams of Black (Milk, 2011)—all music videos—were all produced around that time

and conveniently share the technology that powers them; WebGL. At the time WebGL technology

allowed for new advances in graphics programming embedded in the web browser. This enabled

creators to share projects that greatly surpassed previous ones in terms of visual fidelity, which is

probably why it caught the attention of filmmakers. As Google was at the forefront of this WebGL

implementation in their Chrome browser, these artists additionally received financial funding

from Google for these projects. This resulted in an influx of interactive film experiments. These

‘re-imagined movies’ would turn out to be a great showcase of what the Chrome browser was

capable of (Milk, 2012)—which was the intended use of the financial support—. The projects

explored the film medium both in new opportunities for storytelling as well as technological

affordances, and have greatly influenced what I wanted to do.

In the spring of 2019 I participated in Chris Hales’ Interactive film course at Aalto

University. During this course I was interested to experiment with fluid-transitioning between

scenes in interactive films, as to steer away from the interruptive nature of choice-making systems

in the typical branching narrative.

Together with Johanna Lumme, I settled on making a prototype interactive film called Me

and You. This short-film prototype was very much inspired by the short film Splitscreen: A Love

Story (Griffiths, 2011), in which two characters are followed throughout their day to eventually

end-up together. Though Splitscreen: A Love Story (Griffiths, 2011) works very well by seeing the

two storylines side by side in a conventional 16:9 format, we figured that this would be an
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interesting case for an interactive mechanism in which the viewer decides what to see. Even

though the story would never really change, one would have to watch the film at least twice to be

able to see the full film. Additionally, the viewers’ interpretation of the story would differ based

on what snippets of the narrative they have seen.

We chose to make a split-screen film in which the two storylines would be positioned

head to head so that when one of the storylines would be viewed upright, the other would be

upside down and therefore hard to follow. Additionally, we used a particle system driven by the

phone's accelerometer (which was used to detect the direction of gravity) as a mask that would

either unveil or obscure the film ‘behind’ it. This prototype was made in just two days and turned

out very promising. The interaction was intuitive, novel, and added an extra dimension to the

viewing experience of the film. Most notably, as the viewer has to be able to rotate the device

freely, this prototype could not have been experienced on any other device than a smartphone or

a tablet. This prototype left me wondering what other possibilities the mobile device would have

to create novel interactions.

About a year later I received financial funding for a location-based storytelling platform

which would allow for easy creation and distribution of location-based narratives. This plan

would —once again— result in story experiences for the mobile device, as only these devices

employ all the sensors needed to facilitate such a novel way of storytelling. As of writing this

thesis, this platform—now called Polku—is still one of my main projects. Because of this project I

thought a lot about how to tell effective locative stories.

I noticed that while dealing with location-based storytelling, we often search for very

literal links, such as linking a historical fountain in real life to one represented in the story.

However, in traditional filmmaking we often use the medium to put the viewer in a state of mind

or relay a character's emotions such as making them feel overwhelmed, rushed or disoriented by

means such as camera angles and montage. When discussing location-based storytelling we tend
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to solely use destinations to tell a story. But what if we use the travel itself instead of the

destination as the main part of the story. If the protagonist is travelling, the user travels too.

Though they might not be in the same location, they would share the same activity and -if done

well- share a state of mind. Even though an implementation like this might not fit in the Polku

platform, the idea of making a narrative in which the users’ movement across a space is part of the

story itself is one that I still wanted to explore.

When coming up with a research topic, all of these inspirations and ideas trickled down

into a central topic. As much as I would like to recreate what greatly inspires me. I felt that a

practice-based thesis research into WebGL, and the affordances it brings to the field of interactive

film might have had to be done some time ago. Simultaneously I—like many of us—observed the

shift in media-consumption that has brought the general viewer from the cinema, to the

television, to the desktop computer, and now to the mobile device. I felt that regardless of my

own aversion to the portable screen, this technology might hold some unharnessed power of

experiential storytelling within itself. Additionally, I had knowledge from prototypes to build on,

and ideas to explore.

4.2 Definition of goals

To guide the production process I compiled a list of desired features, setting out the goals. These

have been informed by my own practice, interests, and the previous research done throughout

this thesis. The core plan is to produce an interactive film that uses a subset of affordances of the

mobile device. And therefore, must also use the mobile device as its main interface for viewing

and interacting with the narrative. The intended goals for the prototype are to make an interactive

films that;

● runs smoothly on a mobile device.

● is visually appealing.

● includes visual and auditory elements.

● contains and relays a (simple) story.

● progresses that story by means of user interaction.

I will get back to these intended goals during the Observations and Discussions chapter in which

I will evaluate the effectiveness of the project and additionally formulate conclusions on the

research questions that have been informed by this practical project.
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4.3 Authoring systems

One of the main choices one has to make while considering to make an interactive film is the

choice of authoring and delivery system. In the case of my project, the delivery system was

pre-defined; a mobile device. Therefore, the resulting work would have to be an interactive

computer program that can be loaded and launched on such a device. The authoring system was

still open for choice.

My previous interactive prototypes for mobile devices were made with OpenFrameworks;

a creative-coding framework that makes it easier for designers like myself to create artistic

interactive computer programs by writing C++ code.  Though I had previous experience with

OpenFrameworks, I felt that the framework would require me to spend a substantial amount of

my time on programming low-level functionalities. As I would mostly be a one-man-band on this

project, optimising time was of great importance. After all, filmmaking is not about diving into

the nitty-gritty technicalities, but about leveraging technological expertise to create an engaging

story.

Instead I turned my focus to game-engines. Game-engines like Unity (Unity

Technologies) and Unreal Engine (Epic Games) were initially created to make it easier for

game-creators to create games without having to write a fully custom engine (which is still done

by large game-companies). Regardless of the term game-engine, these software packages have

recently increased in popularity across different industries as interactivity is adapted into

increasingly more products and workflows (Adams, 2014). These tools are now common practice

in authoring mixed reality applications, product visualisation and virtual film production

pipelines. The final output of a game-engine is an interactive computer program. Whether that

constitutes a game is up to however the product was designed.

There were a couple functionalities that triggered my decision to use a game-engine for

the authoring of my interactive film project. First and foremost, the game-engine would obscure

some of the technicalities that I would have to deal with if I would create a similar project in a

tool such as OpenFrameworks. Loading a 3D model into Unity for example is as simple as

dragging and dropping the file while a tool like OpenFrameworks would need me to write a 3D

model loader class, or in the worst cases require me to write a custom parser to load the model.

This would allow me to spend less time (in comparison to OpenFrameworks) dealing with

technical functionality, and more time with the artistic implementation of the interactive

narrative. Since I had already set myself an ambitious goal, steering away from technical

complications was important.
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Additionally, by using a game-engine I could build on a tool that had been developed for

many different use cases. Though the software is primarily designed to create games, these tools

have been designed with such a great variety of games in mind that many things are supported

right out of the box. Therefore, switching between 2D and 3D, or embedding live-action video

within my computer generated imagery would not result in having to re-write my code. As my

ideas about the individual scenes, the visual style and even the narrative itself were still changing,

this flexibility was warmly welcomed.

Furthermore, Unity and Unreal benefit from large user-bases, extensive online

documentation and active discussion forums. This provides a source of readily available

information that should not be disregarded.

Weighing out the pros and cons of each tool, I ended up settling with Unity as the

program is most widely used among mobile-game development. Because of this, the program

provides users with streamlined integrations for mobile devices which makes it easier to preview

and debug.
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4.4 Story development

As mentioned before in the Discourses on the Interactive Paradox chapter; The more interactivity

is added to the story, the more problematic it becomes to form a well integrated narrative arc.

(Ryan, 2009, 45) Because of this paradox, I wanted to make use of storytelling in which individual

chapters symbolise a specific element and therefore create a narrative vector within the

protostory, very much akin to Vincent Morrisets’ BLABLA. By doing so the story does lose a bit of

a narrative arc, as the narrative is effectively constructed in the head of the viewer and there is no

clear dialogue or on-screen text guiding the viewers’ interpretation of the narrative. Additionally,

interactions and their outcomes are multi-interpretable and do not convey information as clearly

as text or dialog. However, this technique provides many opportunities to embed interactivity

within the experience.

Additionally, I could re-introduce a more prominent narrative arc at key moments in the

film by employing pre-rendered, non-interactive cutscenes. This technique of inserting

non-interactive cutscenes is very common in games as it is hard to convey a coherent narrative

with solely interaction. Vermeer (2014) described this change in narrative engagement to ‘lean in’

or to ‘lean back’. The project made during this thesis jumps back-and-forth between these

different styles of engagement in an effort to guide the viewer's internalisation of the story as well

as provide opportunity for interaction and exploration.

The protostory of Creations symbolises my personal interpretation of the overall creative

process—from birth to destruction—broken down into several chapters. I settled with this idea

because it would allow the users’ actions to be an integral part of the story itself as opposed to

interactivity which only allows users to navigate through plot points.

By making the story about this process of creation—be it in a symbolic way—the actions

of the user and the symbolic meanings within the story would line up and therefore result in less

of a break in narrative engagement. This technique of embedding the interactivity of the user into

the narrative itself has been used before. Netflix’s first interactive film, Bandersnatch (Slade,

2018), tells the meta-story of an unknown force that controls what happens in the story world.

Towards the end it is revealed that this unknown force is the user controlling the interactive film.

This reveal justifies the user's interactivity, and promotes them from merely being an absent

controller to an integral part of the story itself. Though this technique cannot be applied to any

story one wishes to tell, it worked well for this prototype and allowed me to come up with
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symbolic scenes based on my own experiences and stay away from having to script a branching

narrative.

Though the story is informed by my own experiences, my intentions were to place the

viewer within the story as being ‘the creator’. The creator here symbolises a person working on

any creative project, but within the story of Creations, the viewer actively creates the protagonist

character from a blob of molecules into an eating, walking creation which will eventually have to

be destroyed as to return to a blank slate, ready for the next creation to be made. This is—in my

experience—a cycle of the creative process and therefore, Creations intentionally wraps back

around to the beginning, restarting the narrative.

The following section provides a breakdown of the seven different scenes that make up

Creations. Out of the seven scenes, five chapters integrate user interaction while the remaining

two are fully pre-rendered and could be described as cutscenes within the encapsulating

interactive film. When scene seven ends, the interactive program automatically returns back to the

beginning of scene one in which the whole film starts over again. While the scenes do not alter

from the first time the user views the film, this return to the beginning is an essential part of the

narrative as it represents a cycle that symbolises a creative process from creation to destruction.
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Chapter 1 - Beginnings

Embedded interactions: Long-press

Description: As the user presses down on the screen, tiny blobs of colour start to appear and

collect together to form a bigger blob on the screen. When the user lifts the finger, the bigger blob

bursts into tiny blobs and fades away into the darkness. If the user keeps their finger on the screen

for at least twenty seconds, a big blob floats around on the screen and the next scene is initiated.

Symbolic meaning: The tiny blobs resemble small sparks of ideas that clamp together to form a

bigger idea.
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Chapter 2 - Big Bang

Embedded interactions: Press, swipe, long-press, gyroscope

Description: When the user taps on the screen, their finger ignites an explosion of

different objects. The gyroscope is employed to give users the ability to control the camera. By

long-pressing the objects are attracted to the users’ fingers at which they disappear as if they are

dragged into a black hole. When doing this for an extended period of time a ‘big bang’ occurs

from which the main character of the story emerges.

Symbolic meaning: The objects resemble ideas that float around in the mind. By further

contemplating, altering and combining, a bigger more complex idea can come into existence.
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Chapter 3 - Into Existence

Embedded interactions: None (pre-rendered sequence)

Description: This is a pre-rendered sequence in which the main character (the creation) floats

around in the empty void. This scene is used to put emphasis on the emergence of the character

from all the steps the user has performed before. Therefore, this pre-rendered scene is

non-interactive and is purely used to introduce dramatic weight onto key points of the narrative

arc.

Symbolic meaning: Extension of scene 2
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Chapter 4 - Fruit of Knowledge

Embedded interactions: Press, gyroscope, augmented reality face-tracking

Description: Surrounded by objects in a seemingly endless void, the Creation has come to life.

Users can take control of the camera by moving around, and additionally can feed the character

by tapping. This feeding results in the character chewing away the food while it increasingly

accumulates in his mouth. By hastily feeding the character, it will ‘overload’ in a colourful burst,

triggering the progression to the next scene.

Symbolic meaning: The scene symbolises the ‘coming to life’ of the Creation by putting the

Creation and the creator at the same level. By doing so, they seemingly share their space now.
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Additionally, the feeding of the character symbolises the work being put into the creative process

up to a point where it is overworked and distance is needed.

Chapter 5 - Forest of Doubts

Embedded interactions: Swipe (alternating fingers), gyroscope

Description: In the Forest of Doubts scene, the viewer finds themselves in a forest of objects that

resemble the ideas of the past. Together with the Creation (the character) we traverse the path

through the forest of doubts by swiping alternating fingers across the screen mimicking the

motion of walking.
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Symbolic meaning: Forest of Doubts symbolises the doubts that arise from the creative process

as we are working on it. Is this good enough? Are the choices made meaningful? Should I give up

or press on? The forest symbolises many different ideas that have never made it to creation—a

graveyard of ideas so to speak—. However, we can solely move forward, until finally reaching a

tipping point. Progressing to the next scene, we leave behind the doubt and embract the creation

as it is.

Chapter 6 - Over the edge

Embedded interactions: World-facing augmented reality, press.

Description: In the Over the Edge scene, the viewer is initially tasked with moving their phone

around so an augmented reality scene can be spawned. When complete a platform with a big

black hole and our character appears. When clicking on the hole, the character initially shows

signs of hesitation, stating his unwillingness to go into the hole. After trying this a few times (set

to three times during testing), the character stops resisting jumps over the edge into the hole.

Symbolic meaning: Over the Edge symbolises the character being finalised and becoming a

reality by  expanding out of the screen and into our physical world with the use of augmented

reality. The black hole symbolises the return to the void, the representation of being in limbo

between the process that has just been finalised and the search for the next thing to make. By

provoking the character to jump into the black hole, it is as if the creator (the viewer in this case)

ends their process.
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Chapter 7 - The Void

Embedded interactions: None

Description: The Void is a fully pre-rendered scene and therefore does not include any

interactions. The scene is a continuation of scene six in the sense that we are witnessing the

‘return to nothingness’ that is initiated by the user as they force the character to jump into the

hole. Similarly to scene three, we initially see the character floating in an empty black void where

slowly, a cloud of objects forms a cloud swirling graciously around him. When these objects

separate from the character it is left lonely in the void and eventually disintegrates into

nothingness.
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Symbolic meaning: This scene symbolises the end of the creative process and the return to a

blank slate. The cloud of objects has purposefully been chosen to be the same objects that

appeared in the other scenes where they symbolise ‘seeds of ideas’ that have not become their full

potential.
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4.5 Title screens as context providers

To guide the users’ perception of the story, a creator of interactive stories has to carefully plan

how to properly relay the intended story either by means of the interaction itself, or by means of

non-interactive inserts between the interactive components. As stated before by Ryan (2009, 45),

it can be very difficult to tell a story solely by means of interaction. One of the solutions to

increase user guidance within Creations is to have two pre-rendered non-interactive scenes.

Additionally, I figured that the loading screens that are needed between the different chapters

have the possibility to provide additional context by providing the user with a title for the coming

scene. They act therefore as important narrative vectors within the protostory as they aid the user

in their understanding as well as aiding the author in narrative control.

This technique is common in many different kinds of media. We see it in films,

subheadings in books, or the title of a painting. Additionally, this technique was in my opinion

very successfully used in Vincent Morissets’ BLABLA.

4.5 Style development

The style of a film can have a great impact on the entire production process. While some styles are

relatively easy to achieve by a small team, others require massive teams to put together a shot of a

few seconds (Okun, 2010, 24) . Therefore I had to make some careful style considerations to
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minimise the risk that this would turn out to be a lengthy or costly project. The total time I had

initially reserved to create the project was about two and a half months of work which were

mostly done by me working alone. Additionally, one has to take into consideration the computing

power of the small mobile devices we are dealing with here. Though the computing power in

these devices has steadily increased over the years, they are not up to par with a desktop PC.

Careful consideration of style and implementation can help creators deal with these limitations.

Though phone-app developers have to deal with the differences between devices, and take

things like screen size and computing power for many different devices into consideration. For

this project I only had to consider the capabilities of one device; a OnePlus T5010 as the project is

not made for open distribution and therefore will only play on this device.

Early on in the process I decided that the film would have to be fully computer generated.

The reason for this was that—even though the process of making fully computer generated assets

can require a lot of time and skill—it would allow me to blend between realtime (interactive) and

non-real time pre-rendered (non-interactive) scenes without a drastic change of style and

appearance between the two. My computer generated character would appear in pre-rendered

scenes, but could then also be moved at will by the viewer in chapters where that kind of

interaction would be applicable. One of the main interactions I wanted to explore was the use of

real-world locomotion to traverse a path in the constructed digital space. This would only be

possible if I made that scene a fully navigable digital space and therefore, making it computer

generated was essential.

4.5.1 Look and feel

To limit the amount of look-development that needed to be done I decided to use flat-shaded

materials that define the look of the 3D assets. This allowed me to quickly implement a colourful

look that would tie the visual style of the whole film together.

These flat-style shaders generally disregard a lot of the lighting calculations that have to

be done and mostly take into account the single—strongest—light in the scene. This purposefully

restricted my options in lighting the scenes intricately, which in turn minimised the time spent on

lighting design. Additionally, because a lot of complex lighting calculations can be disregarded,

the use of this style would limit the stress on the computational hardware within the device while

retaining the look.

Another style decision was to use low-polygonal 3D models. This decision was again

two-fold; for one, it was again computationally in-expensive to use these models. Because I knew
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that some of the intended scenes would need to have a lot of models active at the same time, this

was an important requirement throughout. Additionally, while one can quite easily turn

high-polygonal models into low-polygonal ones, the same can not be said for the reverse. Since I

did not have time or resources to make everything myself, the project was reliant on what I could

find to be freely available. Therefore, going this way allowed me to use the widest spectrum of

available assets and only alter them slightly into a coherent visual style.

4.5.2 Character design

The look and feel of the character was an important challenge as it would be the protagonist of

the film. I opted for a rather simple-looking computer generated character. There were two main

reasons to do so. For one, it would allow it to tie in with the general feel of the project; the

low-polygonal style of the other assets, and the flat-shading used throughout. Secondly, I noticed

that the amount of vertices that needed to be rendered in the frame had a big influence on the

frame-rate at which the film played, especially on mobile devices (this was not directly apparent

when testing the character on a PC). During testing on a mobile device, it became apparent that

Unity automatically does some vertex culling based on the distance of the model to the camera.

This means that the closer the character would be to the camera, the more vertices it has to

display and the more computing power should be allocated towards doing so, possibly resulting

in dropping frame rates. A low-framerate—choppy—experience makes the viewer awfully aware

of the device and its technical restraints, resulting in a break of immersion. By simplifying the

character we could keep the vertex count down, and so have less impact on the films’

performance.

In addition to these technical considerations, there were also more narratively driven

choices the character design had to adhere to. First and foremost, it needed to be able to evoke

some empathy in the user. Therefore I wanted to have a character that would at least be

human-like. Arms, legs, a torso and a face with eyes were therefore important traits. Intentionally

steering away from a blob or something otherworldly. Secondly, the character had to fit into the

role of being something that was created by the user. In collaboration with Mikko Heiskanen I

designed a character that resembled a ‘little clay man’. In addition to this character fitting the

technical and style requirements of the project. We figured this character—which was seemingly

erected from clay—fitted the story in which the viewer creates and destroys their creation.
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4.5.3 Assets

This project required quite a few assets to make it feel somewhat complete. While at first I had

forcefully tried to come up with an idea that could maybe play out in an empty world, I could not

get around the need for some minimal world-building with the use of 3D models other than

simple geometric shapes and the character. Therefore, there arose a need to find 3D assets that

were both free to use, and that would be able to tie in with the intended style of the project. David

O’Reilly’s 3D model library of Everything (https://www.davidoreilly.com/library) turned out to be

the perfect fit for this. O’Reilly has generously published a lot of the models he has created for his

project Everything for all creators to use. The five categories of objects that are currently available

are; animals, buildings, consumables, furnishings and geology. For creations I have not used assets

from the furnishings and buildings library as I felt these objects did not fit the project.While a

more eclectic mix of objects would have been warmly welcomed, this selection was sufficient for

the prototype I set out to make.

Apart from these objects being free and their low-polygonal style fitting the project, they

have also been colored with the use of vertex colours. This is colour data stored in the vertices

which are inherent to the actual 3D model as opposed to being stored in an additional texture file.

While I did not account for this while searching for models, this turned out incredibly useful as I

could now apply my previously created flat-shaded materials and still colour them with the

supplied colour data, eliminating the need to create custom materials and loading additional

texture files.

4.6 Technical production aspects

In this section I will discuss the technical aspects of making the interactive film project. I will not

go over all steps taken to construct Creations as there are simply too many that are out of the

scope of this thesis. However, there are some aspects that I believe will be of interest to the reader.

Though many of the techniques I used can be used for interactive film productions regardless of

the distribution platform, the production of an interactive film for the mobile device required

some design considerations as to handle the limited processing power of these small devices.

Additionally, I will reflect on many of these technical procedures in my conclusion while

discussing the relevance of game engines as tools for interactive film production.
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4.6.1 Interaction managers

First and foremost I had to develop some kind of system that allowed me to register the actions of

the user. Additionally, I needed these triggers to be easily available for all other parts of my

interactive program as the actual response to the interaction would be different within each scene.

This process of decoupling the interactions and the outcome is common practice in software

development. We generally do not want to implement code to register—for example—a tap on the

screen, in each different component that might need to perform some action in response to it.

Instead we create a single component that handles this, and make other components subscribe to

any notifications of interaction that the interaction component will give.

Starting out the project I knew that there would eventually be many different sensors that

needed to be read out in order to allow for interaction. To organise this, I created an

interaction-manager object to which I could attach all the individual components that would

handle tasks specific to a single kind of interaction sensor. This resulted in a single location

holding all of the following sub-interaction managers; touch, gyroscope, accelerometer,

pedometer, compass and a location tracker. While I simply include the interaction manager object

in each chapter of the project, the individual sub-interaction managers can be enabled and

disabled depending on their need within a chapter. As some of the interaction managers

automatically update their state by querying information from the devices’ sensors, it is quite

essential to turn them off if they are not needed as this will result in less stress on the system in

general.

By far the most important sub-interaction manager is the touch interaction manager. Not

only was it essential to register a touch on the screen. It was also needed to deduct further

information about the touch (or release) in order to allow for more complex behaviours. For

example; when a user touches the screen and holds their finger there, we would want to register

that this is now a ‘touch-hold’ scenario and not just a touch (which is what we registered in the

first place). Same goes for movement; we first register a touch, but when that finger has not left

the screen but moves we might want to consider it a swipe. The touch sub-interaction manager

handles all these scenarios (Unity does not handle these out-of-the-box). As the need for specific

interactions grew as the project progressed, it was easy to contain all of these into a single

component as this would automatically expose the newly created functionality in all chapters.

The interaction managers expose their ‘hooks’ with the use of UnityEvents. These types of

events make it easy for the creator to couple one event to another in-editor as opposed to

‘hard-coding’ dependency on another component.
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4.6.2 Video creation with procedural dependency graphs

For the first scene of the film I wanted little molecule-like objects to assemble themselves into

something bigger to symbolise how an idea grows from many small triggers into a bigger idea that

has yet to become a reality. Because of the limited processing power of the mobile device, I

wanted to avoid implementing a full-fledged physics system in which many small objects would

have to clump together as this would be very computationally expensive. Additionally,

implementing this scene as real-time rendered would prevent the objects from being able to ‘melt

together’ into one big blob as that would again cost too much processing power. Instead I figured

I could use conventional 3D software to create multiple versions of the scene and toggle the

correct version of the film based on the user's input, reminiscent of how Kinoautomat (Činčera,

1976) swapped projectors based on the

audiences’ input.

To generate the different versions I used

SideFX Houdini, which turned out particularly

helpful because it allows its users to leverage

procedural dependency graphs (PDG) to set

up a system that can generate different

versions automatically. A procedural

dependency graph consists of a list of

operations which can be run in sequence. In

this sequence, each individual operation that is

part of the larger chain can check if it has

access to all required input data and if so,

perform its designated operation. By changing

parameters per operating-chain, one can

automate the process of generating different

versions.

The initial creation of the scene in Houdini

was relatively simple; cubes get spawned

outside of the camera frustrum and get

attracted to a specific point that moves

around. After running a simulation that

handles attraction to this single point and the

collisions between objects, all the geometry
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gets converted into volumes and then back into polygon geometry which results in the desired

‘molten’ look.

The idea was that the longer the user holds their finger on the screen, the more

‘molecules’ would assemble into the bigger blob. This would be interrupted when the user lifts

their finger, thereby stopping the assembling and making the blob disappear. To facilitate this

interaction, multiple versions of the same ‘assembling simulation’ would be needed, each of which

would have the ‘point of disappearing’ baked into the final video. This could be achieved by

generating the multiple versions and altering only two variables. 1; the timestamp when new

cubes should stop spawning outside of the camera frustrum. 2; the timestamp that signifies the

moment when cubes can start to be de-spawned. I ended up rendering one 30 second

‘master-video' and 10 ‘insert-videos’ which have their determining variables set to be at 2 second

intervals. So the first ‘insert video’ will stop spawning and start disappearing after 2 seconds, the

next one after 4 seconds and so on. The master video assembles the blob up to 20 seconds, after

which the final shape drifts around on the screen.

Leveraging the PDG context in Houdini all these values could be set. This could then

drive all the simulations and rendering automatically. The last stage of the PDG partitions all

frames per video into a batch and then conveniently exports that into a .mp4 file which is ready to

be imported into Unity.

While the use of procedural dependency graphs was most useful in generating the

content for the Beginnings scene, I also used this PDG technique to generate the title screens

between the chapters, as well as many different versions of candy rolling around in the characters

mouth for the Fruit Of Knowledge chapter.

4.6.3 Aligning the Playhead

After generating all different versions in HoudiniFX, it was necessary to find a way to create an

interactive system that could correctly start and stop these different versions based on user

interaction. When the user presses their finger down on the screen, the assembling of a blob of

‘molecules’ would start and when releasing the finger the system should be able to do a fast swap

between the master video, and a video in which the molecules spread and die out.

Unity provides a VideoPlayer component that can be used to control video-playback. By

means of C# programming it is possible to swap out the video file that is controlled by the specific

VideoPlayer component. After some initial trials the idea of swapping between the master video

and the different insert videos seemed plausible. However, every time the video player had to
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swap videos some black frames could be seen as the video needed some time to load. Though a

few milliseconds in length, this was still very noticeable. To counter this I had to slightly alter my

solution.

A custom interactive-video player component was created. Instead of using a single video

player and swapping out video files, the new system loaded a separate video player with a

separate quad (this quad is used as a screen) for each of the individual videos. This way, all videos

could be correctly pre-loaded and screens could be toggled off and on at will. The custom

interactive video-player component keeps track of the playhead in the master video and makes

sure that the next needed insert-video is pre-loaded and ready to play. Whenever the user releases

their finger from the screen the component waits till the master video is at a point in time where

the frame in the master and insert videos align so that a seamless transition is possible.

During the production phase of creations I had tested this solution by loading one master

video and five insert videos, each with 4 seconds of separation, a resolution of 720x1280 and .h264

codec. This worked perfectly. However, for the final version of the project my wish was to

increase the amount of insert videos to make the interaction respond more quickly, as well as

increase the resolution. While the system handled the videos in the exact same way, these two

changes turned out problematic. Where at first all videos could be loaded at the start of the scene

I soon discovered that Unity only supported a maximum of eight preloaded videos on Android

platforms. To counter this, I adjusted the functionality so that the system would only load the

insert video once it is nearly needed, instead of loading everything into memory at once.

However, since the device now had to play the video and load other videos in the background, the

playback of the video became less smooth. While this solution turned out better, not all

transitions turn out seamless as the master video sometimes has to drop frames to cope with the

computational load, and therefore has a harder time aligning the playhead between the master

and the needed insert video.

4.6.4 Locative integration

One of the main integrations I wanted to explore within this project was the linking of digital and

physical space by means of user locomotion. This interest grew from my ongoing location-based

storytelling project Polku, in which location and narrative work together to create an immersive

narrative. However, Polku—like many other location-based applications—shows the user's

location on a map view, which makes the core experience much more about navigation rather

than experiencing. The initial idea was to combine the location-tracking techniques used in Polku,
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with an experience like the one in Vincent Morisset’s Way To Go (2015). This technique fitted

best in Chapter six; Forest of Doubts, in which the user—together with their creation—walks

through a forest of scattered ideas which are symbolised as objects.

The first trials for this mechanic were made by using GPS location tracking that is

embedded in mobile devices. While this tracking works quite well to pinpoint the users location

down to an accuracy of about seven metres, this accuracy was nowhere near accurate enough to

notice fast, minor changes in the users location. This was in part problematic because of the novel

(or unusual) way of interacting with the device. We are used to seeing maps with dots

representing ourselves on it, and a slight delay in transferring our location to the map does not

bother us. However, in this case the outcome of the interaction was unclear, and direct feedback

to the correct way of interacting is essential.

To counteract this I used the device's accelerometer to measure the users’ forward speed

and used this speed as a way to control the audio volume so that there would be no music when

the user is standing still, and the audio would be audible whenever the user moves. While this

solved the problem of direct feedback it still resulted in confusing behaviour. If for example; the

user could walk in circles, the audio would play but they would still not progress within the

digital space. Though the overall interaction had to change, this way of generating audio-feedback

to user movement was retained.

The next step was to see if the pedometer (stepmeter) could be used to integrate the

users’ walking as means of locomotion in the digital space. If the pedometer could give me insight

into when a step has occurred, it could even be used to trigger direct feedback based on footsteps.

However, it turns out the pedometer works by recognising a pattern of acceleration in the

accelerometer, and because of this, a few steps have to follow each other up in order to be able to

recognise such a pattern. In my personal testing, I needed to take about seven steps in order for

the pedometer to recognise that I am walking, after which it would count most steps properly.

This gave me the same problem as before; there was no direct feedback and thus I needed another

solution.

The last solution was a safe one as I had seen it before; to use the swiping of alternating

fingers in order to evoke a sense of walking. Sadly, I had to give up my wish to synchronise the

users’ physical movement with that in the digital space, but I had experienced it myself in Season

Stroller (Fuentes, 2015) and it worked very well. The implementation of this technique was

actually quite straight-forward. While it is not easy for users to discover this interaction pattern by

pure experimentation, when accompanied by slight guidance in the form of a graphical interface,
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this solution fulfilled all other requirements for successful interaction and thus was kept for the

usability testing phase.

5.0 Usability testing

At this point the project has been developed to a state in which it could be used for a usability test

in order to garner perspectives from users other than myself. The goal of the conducted usability

test was to analyse how participants interacted with the project and additionally how they

internalised the protostory that was embedded within the interactive program. To gain qualitative

data by using a limited number of participants I chose to use the concurrent think-aloud method

accompanied by a short questionnaire.

During the concurrent-think aloud method participants are asked to think aloud while

interacting with the project. While in the general appliance of the method participants are asked

to perform specific tasks within a bigger system, in my tests participants were simply asked to

make their way through the narrative of the program. Performing this single task, participants

were asked to reflect on both the way they interact with the program, as well as what they think is

going on in the narrative. While this is a lot to ask, this was the only way in which I could both

gain insights on the interface and the story, both of which have to be comprehended by the user

in the case of interactive narratives. While I played with the idea to have participants complete

the test twice, and concurrently respond to the narrative after initially focussing on the

interactions—or vice versa—, this would give a skewed result as the first round already initiated

the users’ understanding of these individual components.

A common critique on the concurrent think-aloud method is that the concurrent using

and reflecting on the product might prohibit users from completing the set task, or take them a

longer time to complete. However, in scope of this thesis it is not in my interest to research the

effectiveness in terms of how fast the goal can be reached, but rather how the interface and the

story are comprehended and internalised by the users.

To have additional data as opposed to solely the concurrent think-aloud test I also asked

the participants to fill out a short questionnaire. The questions in the questionnaire are aimed to

have users explain their experience in retrospect.

The results from the usability test are therefore formed by a combination of my own

observations during the concurrent-think aloud test and the written responses on the

questionnaire.
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5.1 Methodology

The usability test was ultimately conducted with five participants, each of which I have

considered to be so-called expert users (popovic, 2000) as each of them actively works or has

considerable experience in regards to interactive media. Therefore they all possess

domain-specific knowledge which should enable them to have better recollection patterns,

increase error awareness, and use forward reasoning when interacting with the project (popovic,

2000). The choice to solely select expert users was made as my prior own tests indicated that the

interactivity embedded in the project was un-intentionally hard to use. I figured that a test with

non-expert users would therefore merely result in users being stuck with interactions and

therefore not be able to reflect on any of the other aspects that were important to garner insights

on. Each user test was done in an individual one-on-one session.

At the onset of the usability test, participants were told they will be experiencing an

interactive project on the mobile device. Participants were asked to try and speak out what they

are experiencing, and were asked to do so both about the interactions they were performing, as

well as about what they think is going on within the project itself. I tried to circumvent the use of

the word story or narrative here as I did not want to impose the presence of a story within the

project on the user at this stage.

Consecutively, participants were told that it was fine to ask for help if they felt the need to

do so. I felt this was an important thing to mention as I personally expected participants to get

stuck one way or another, as some interactions were already quite cumbersome to operate by

myself. Additionally, whenever users needed guidance it would give insight on where additional

guidance within a project like this could be needed. These could then be made into auditive,

visual or graphical elements in subsequent projects.

Participants were asked to fill in a short questionnaire regarding the experience right after

completion. This ensured that participants were able to adequately recall the different aspects of

the project. This questionnaire consisted of ten questions. Some of the questions were tied in to

the answers of prior questions and therefore were not asked if the user answered ‘no’.

Additionally, none of the questions were mandatory and could be skipped if the user felt they had

no answer to them. However, each participant answered each question they were asked. The

questionnaire is included in the appendix. Participants gave permission to use their answers for

academic publication and care was taken to anonymize the answers and to make sure no private

information was collected.
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The whole usability test was filmed so that it would be possible to re-watch the usability test and

see both the user interacting with the project as well as listen to their concurrent thoughts during

the test. The results of the usability test are distilled from the questionnaire, the concurrent-think

aloud session, and my observations of the way they interacted.

5.2 Reflections on Usability Testing

In this section I will discuss the outcomes of the usability testing that were informed by my own

observations during the usability test, as well as re-watching of recordings and additionally the

answers on the questionnaire.

Narrative
An important question was whether the final product did convey a sense of narrative to the users.

Additionally, while the protostory is very openly interpretable it was interesting to gain insights

on what individual users interpreted as being the narrative (if any).

While all users reported that a narrative was present in the retrospective questionnaire,

not all of them resonated this while they were viewing the project. A discrepancy seems to exist

between users that focussed on the interactions and users that focussed on finding a (symbolic)

narrative within the interactive program. This difference seems to align with participants’

backgrounds as the more technically minded people commented mostly on the interactions and

the working of the program itself. While others commented on stylistic choices, their

interpretations of different elements, and all of them seemed aware of the contextual meanings of

the title screens embedded within the project.

Additionally, participants were asked to describe the narrative if they indicated that a

narrative was present at all (every participant answered yes to this question). In the answers this

discrepancy becomes apparent again. Users who mostly focussed on the interactions and technical

aspects of the program reported on the story in a very concise way. To the question “could you

describe the story?” one participant wrote; “The little guy wanders around, eats red blocks and

finally explodes”. This answer, in combination with observations made during the concurrent

think-aloud session indicate that this participant mostly looked at each of the chapters

individually and was not aware of a narrative arc that was central to the experience. In contrast,

users who focussed on narrative were aware of the contexts created by the title screens, and

acquired meaning from stylistic choices which aligned their interpretations much more with the

authored protostory. One of these participants described the story as; “The theory of
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everything/the emergence of consciousness/copulation”. While this interpretation was not

perfectly aligned with the backbone of the story as drafted out before, the protostory was drafted

as being multi-interpretable and therefore I would consider this internalisation of the story a

successful outcome.

Answers to the question about which elements of the experience shaped the participants’

understanding of the story once again indicate that the title screens turned out effective. With

three out of five participants mentioning them, all of them starting their answer mentioning this

element among others.

It is worth mentioning that none of the participants understood the story to be exactly as

I drafted it out. However, the intentions were to have a story that was somewhat open for

interpretation and therefore, a loose interpretation of a story about creation in one shape or

another would suffice. Participants seemed to align their understanding of the story with things

happening in their own lives, which was actually very surprising and promising as it seems that

the interactive nature of the experience aided this self-reflective approach.

Symbolism
It was observed during the concurrent think-aloud test that some participants were somewhat lost

in symbolism, in their attempts to find meaning in the openly-interpretable project. Because of

the constant interactions, changing environments and narrative clues, users started to see

symbolism in things that were not intended for. In chapter two; Big Bang users repeatedly

reported on items floating away from them and disappearing in ‘deep space’. While this was more

of a technical requirement for the project as opposed to a part of the narrative, this now turned

out to be quite a dramatic moment.

Additionally, in chapter four; Fruit of Knowledge, some assets were scattered around as to

provoke some sort of desolate planet feeling to the user. However, these somewhat randomly

selected assets were now top-of-mind for the user trying to find meaning e.g. “What is this turtle

doing here?” . As the goal of the scene was initially unclear, and there was no clear hierarchical

distinction between the environment and the character, users repeatedly tapped the other assets

in an attempt to find out what to do. As all clicks invoked sound playback, participants thought

this was the action they were expected to do, thereby either getting lost in the chapter, or

activating the next chapter by accidental clicks on the character. This was further complicated as

it seemed that this chapter was so visually compelling (it was the first all-surrounding & colourful

chapter users encounter) that the graphical user interface that gave clues about progression was

totally forgotten by users.
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Interactions
The project consisted of a lot of different kinds of interaction. This change of interaction initially

worried me as my expectations were that none of the participants would be able to progress

without clues from the author.

While participants had trouble getting started, many of them initially vocalised that they

did not want any clues on how to progress. Instead, they enjoyed the puzzle that arose from not

knowing the correct way of interacting from the start. This meant that most participants were

able to find out what to do by themselves in the chapters that involved somewhat traditional

means of intended interaction. This changed in the last two interactive chapters.

Chapter six had the very novel way of interacting that was intended to be used as swiping

two alternating fingers across the screen. None of the participants were able to find this out by

themselves. While some of the participants found ways to traverse the space by swiping the screen

vigorously, this was so inefficient that they were given the correct interaction instructions after

which they could operate this chapter with rather ease. Because the interactions were otherwise

limited in this chapter, participants resorted to looking around the environment more than was

observed in other chapters. This visual exploration was also intended in some other chapters,

however, since the interactions in those chapters were maybe easier controllable and playful, not

everyone took the time to actually look around.

Chapter seven was built upon AR technology. Therefore, I could not find a way to start

the scene in ‘AR-space’ without having some tracked anchor points in the physical space. This

broke the expectation of the participants as now they were suddenly looking through the camera

feed of the device, and had no clue what to do. Once properly instructed, the character was

spawned in the users’ space and the experience happily continued.

It is worth mentioning here that while interacting with the project is intended and

necessary to progress the story, the intention was to have the narrative form the main driver.

However, because the interactions were initially such a puzzle to figure out, these interactions

themselves became the goal of the chapters. Accompanied by a progress bar traversing the edges

of the screen, this turned something that was intended as a story driven experience into a playful

puzzle experience with a story attached to it.

Cutscenes
Non-interactive cutscenes were used in the project to put narrative emphasis on particular plot

points. Two cutscenes were used. Chapter three; Into Existence put emphasis on the creation of

the character which was induced from the users’ interactions in the prior scene. Chapter seven;
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The Void was used to put emphasis on the destruction of the character which was initiated by the

user forcing the character into the big black hole in the scene prior to that.

While these cutscenes included a progress bar that progressed without the user doing

anything, all users started out trying to interact with the content initially, as it was not explicitly

stated that no interaction was needed. One user in particular started out violently swiping on the

phone screen and therefore understood that as being the desired interaction as the progress bar

kept progressing.

Additionally, comments on the cutscenes stated different feelings. While some

participants reported that the cutscenes were a nice ‘breather’ from other scenes that required

active participation, others were disappointed by the lack of interaction and felt they were

disconnected from what was happening in the story.

From my observations I still conclude that these cutscenes were a good choice to put

forth this emphasis on certain plot points as some participants missed essential story parts in the

interactive scenes. For example by moving the phone and thereby looking the other way while the

character came into being in chapter two. However, if the interactive scenes were more restrictive

and users would not miss essential parts of the narrative by accident, these cutscenes might be

skippable. Though their dramatic emphasis might remain essential to some authors.

Progress bar
An important implementation that was done in order to convey both the correct way of

interacting and indicate progress though the chapter was the inclusion of a graphical progress bar

that traverses the border of the screen. Initially, all participants understood the meaning of the

progress bar right away regardless of its non-traditional layout along the borders of the screen.

While in some occasions the bar was able to convey the correct feedback the user needed in order

to continue the right interaction, in other occasions it did not provide the intended outcome.

First and foremost, small hiccups in the growth of the progress bar were read as wrong

indicators. The first scene included a progress bar that grew as users held their finger on the

screen. But due to smoothing of the progress values, it either went slightly slower or got stuck for

a second or so around the ten percent mark (this was unintentional and needs a bug-fix). While

users were actually doing the right thing, almost all participants read this indication wrongly and

stopped doing the right thing only to re-discover their initial interaction after many tries (and

often slightly accidentally).

Secondly, participants linked the progressbar directly to their interactions and therefore,

the progress bar was wrongly interpreted in the non-interactive cutscenes whereby users thought
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they must be doing the right thing while in reality the progress bar progressed by itself. This

caused users to think that they were actually interacting in the right way by for example swiping,

or tilting the phone.

Immersiveness
To my surprise, some participants explicitly commented on the immersiveness of the project. This

was curious as one would generally not think of the small-screen as something that would enable

an immersive experience of the constructed digital world within. Additionally, this immersiveness

is not something that explicitly came forth in my literature review.

While participants explicitly used the wording immersive to describe their feelings

towards the experience I have to take this with a grain of salt. After all, participants were not fully

surrounded by the digital environments that were created and had to be somewhat aware of their

physical surroundings in order to navigate the interactive software. However, it did prove that

even the small mobile screens are capable of drawing the viewer into the worlds they depict. The

additional affordances the mobile device offers extended this capability.

Users were repeatedly surprised when they found out they could tilt the phone to their

liking to take control of the camera and explore the environments around them. This must have

contributed to their feeling of immersiveness. Two out of the five participants even stood up and

walked around in order to explore more. However, since only the gyroscope was used to control

the view, walking around did not allow them to move in the digital space—chapter six is an

exception to this as it used world-facing augmented reality.

Additionally, one of the questions in the questionnaire asked participants whether they

thought of the device itself while operating the program. To this question, each participant

answered yes, suggesting that while they might have had moments of immersion this state was

not continuously retained.

Small-screen perspectives
In regards to the small-screen some more can be said than just the surprising immersiveness it

offered to some of the participants. While observing participants during the concurrent

think-aloud test it was noted that many of the participants were very drawn-in to the screen.

Though they started out holding the device in their hands and looking at it from a normal

distance, almost all of the participants held the screen closer to their face when they were

interacting with the experience. The small screen does not offer a wide perspective of the scene as

we are used to from the cinema. In contrast, it draws users in, acting like a looking glass into a
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world that is experienced as smaller than we are. This behaviour resonates with Steward’s (1993,

83) statement on how the small screen acts as a lure into the miniature.

In addition to the observations, participants were asked to describe the character in the

retrospective questionnaire. All of the answers to this question were either describing the

characters friendliness, cuteness or helplessness. Suggesting that many of the participants had the

feeling that they needed to help the character. While this is not a conclusive indication of the lure

of the miniature, I cannot help but wonder if it would have been the same if the character would

have been life-size to the participants as would be the case if a similar project would have been

embedded in a virtual reality experience.

Filmic borders
At the outset of the project the aim was to make an interactive film. Already in the literature

review, the question arose when the border between film and games is crossed, or whether to call

a story driven interactive project either just an interactive narrative or a playable story. Both

conversations after the concurrent think-aloud test as well as the questionnaire gave insights on

how the project was identified by the participants.

The questionnaire started off with the question; “Could you describe the experience?”

which was purposefully phrased in this way so as not to guide users into a specific understanding

of what the program resembled. None of the participants mentioned anything about interactive

films during their experience. Additionally, only a single participant mentioned interactive film as

part of their answer, and did so in a summarization of the different media the project seemed to

resemble. In contrast, two participants mentioned the word game, and two others included the

word playful in their answer, resonating a resemblance maybe more akin to games than to films.

One cannot conclude from this indication by a small number of participants that the

project is not an interactive film at all. But at the very least, it has a very game-like feel to it which

might be due to a combination of different factors .Furthermore, people relate the term film to

their experiences of sitting in a traditional cinema venue. Comparing that experience to one on a

tiny mobile screen might be hard for users to experience the resemblance. In contrast, mobile

gaming is much more common.  Additionally, games and gaming are probably much more

familiar to everyone than interactive films are, which might further skew the categorisation.
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6.0 Conclusions

6.1 Observations

In this section I will reflect on the production phase and outcome of the thesis project.

Additionally, some of the insights that can be distilled from the observations that were made

during the concurrent think-aloud usability test will be used to reflect on the successes and

failures of the project. Through a combination of these, suggestions for future projects can be

made.

Setting out the research questions, scope and project of this thesis, my aim was to produce an

interactive film that would use a subset of the affordances of the mobile device in order to create

an experience in which the user would interactively progress the narrative. With a lot of

enthusiasm for the topic of interactive films, I plotted a story that would allow me to integrate

some of the features and affordances that I identified as having narrative and/or interactive

potential. At the same time, I had to be thoughtful as I would mostly be working by myself and

therefore had to be aware of what was within my personal scope of skills. Additionally, I had a

wish to explore a game-engine as a tool for producing an interactive film and wanted to try out

some novel ways of creating content. Making the project in a fully computer-generated way

allowed me to explore these ideas and gave the project flexibility in terms of interaction as all

elements could be controlled by the interactive program.

First and foremost, producing the thesis project turned out to be an immense task that

ended up taking a lot longer than I had initially planned for. I previously wrote in the

Methodology chapter that building a filmic interactive narrative requires knowledge and skills

from many different fields ranging from narrative design and filmmaking, to computer

programming and human-computer interaction and I can attest to this statement. After a

relatively fast start, coming up with a protostory and producing some of the more ‘traditional’

chapters of the project, a lot of time has gone into all other aspects that had to be done to make

this all-encompassing project feel somewhat complete. These tasks ranged from character design,

sound design and user interfaces, to look development, animation controllers, and a lot of

programming and debugging. Additionally, —like in many creative processes—  there were always

things to improve.

At the project's current state, it is relatively close to what was aimed for at the start.

Technically, everything is working and the experience does not suffer from many technical
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hiccups or fatal errors. However, I have to confess that I feel that the final piece suffers from both

clutteredness in terms of interactions and additionally, the lack of a creative team meant that I

had to ‘wear all hats’ at the same time. While this gave me all power to do with the project what I

wanted, it also allowed my personal gaps of knowledge to trickle into the outcome of the project.

My own knowledge definitely lacked in terms of game-design and the final product suffers from

it. Having a team of experts with different knowledge would have benefitted the project as a

whole. Apart from the knowledge that would have been contributed, this would also result in a

sheer increase of hours being put into the project. I am sure that a combination of this additional

knowledge in combination with more men-power would have resulted in a better end result. After

all, there are very few films that are made by just a single person and I believe teamwork often

comes to the benefit of the final product.

A multitude of possibilities

The project fulfils most of the criteria that I set out at the beginning of this research; it is an

interactive narrative that allows for viewer interaction in order to progress the linearly set out

narrative and it makes use of some of the vast array of affordances that the mobile device has to

offer in order to facilitate this interaction.

However, because the mobile device has such a vast array of affordances, the project was

purposely designed to incorporate many of them. While at first it seemed a plausible idea to make

the user perform different actions in each chapter, this eventually led to an experience that was

extremely hard to understand for anyone apart from the creator himself.

To remedy this, some of the more complex interactions were replaced for interaction that

were easier to comprehend. An example of which is the change from forcing users to get up and

walk around with the use of location tracking, to allowing users to traverse the virtual space by

swiping alternating fingers over the screen. While one could have expected that some hard

interactions would cause a hurdle, this problem of incomprehensibility even occurred in chapters

where the initial interaction was relatively easy. The Beginnings chapter merely required the user

to keep a finger on the screen in order to progress. However, because there were no initial

instructions on what kind of interactions were to be expected, participants of the usability test

started tapping and shaking away without those interactions leading them anywhere. Even after

adding a progress bar this problem remained as a single click would only progress the scene so

little that there was little to no time for the viewer to register that their actions were doing

anything. This indicates that interactions in similar interactive film experiences should be
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extremely simple to comprehend and operate. Furthermore, the rules of interaction should be

clearly communicated.

The initial lack of feedback from the device itself additionally caused problems. Users had

no way of knowing whether their actions were just invalid interactions that were registered by the

device, or if their interactions were not registered by the device at all due to an error. To counter

this, sound and vibrational feedback was added. While this solved one part of the problem there

was still no indication for users to know if they were actually doing the right thing to progress the

story. Moreover, the fact that every tap or swipe on the screen now gave immediate feedback ment

that from the users’ perspective, everything was possibly interactive and so finding the correct

interactions became more of a puzzle game.

As a solution to indicate progress, it was decided that some kind of indicator was

necessary. I settled with a progress bar that would traverse its way around the edges of the screen.

This seemed like a good solution because it was still easy to perceive it as a progress bar, while at

the same time it was different from the traditional horizontal progress bars found in most games

and other computer software. Additionally, this progress bar would emphasise the frame through

which the viewer is looking into the virtual world represented on the screen.

The addition of this progress bar improved the comprehensibility of the interactive

program. Users now had a way to tell if they were doing the right thing. Because the progress bar

could grow and shrink, it not only gave feedback of whether the interaction was right, but also if

it had to be done longer, faster, or in some specific way. In chapter five; Fruit of Knowledge this

was used to indicate that the character had to be fed fast and consecutively, because the character

would otherwise swallow the food and the progress bar would reset. Before the addition of the

progress bar there was no way of knowing this, and users got stuck in the scene until they

activated the next plot point by accident. Taking away the joy of the interaction that arises from

finding out the correct operations to perform.

The additions of feedback and a progress bar improved the comprehensibility of the

project. Though they changed the feel of the project a lot. I could not help but wonder; can I

actually consider the project in its current state to be an interactive film? Or did it cross a border

where my film accidentally turned into a game?

Crossing the filmic border

This thesis started out with the intention to make an interactive film that is viewed and interacted

with on a mobile device. At the outset of the project, I focussed my attention on the story and

added interesting interactions to the chapters where I could see them fit. I expected that there
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would be some moments of experimentation by the user to figure out what to do, but after that

they would re-focus on the story itself. To steer away from a game-like experience I purposely left

out any challenges to overcome, enemies to kill, or actions that would require the user to build up

any kind of skill in operating the program itself. This choice was informed by Ryans distinction

between the story game and the playable story (Ryan, 2009, 46). However, because the

interactions turned out hard to comprehend, one could argue that these interactions became a

challenge and a goal in itself. After adding the progress bar, this became even more apparent as

now the challenge was to ‘get the bar full’ and progress to the next chapter as fast as possible. This

behaviour was observed with multiple participants during the usability test. This behaviour was

unintended and was a bit of a disappointment as my efforts to keep the project from turning into

a game did not seem to have been successful.

Having made the project fully computer generated, and assembled in a game-engine did

not help the project being perceived as a film. The project now had a typical ‘game-look’. This, in

combination with the interactive nature of the project made the distinction a hard one. One user

mentioned that the pre-rendered chapters looked like they were made for a Pixar film.This was a

particularly interesting comment as it meant that the lack of interaction in those scenes seemed to

directly influence the perception of the user. After all, the character and assets that were used

were completely the same.

Informed by Atkinsons (Atkinson, 2009, 29) notion that cinematic techniques are

implemented in games to reinforce its cinematic qualities, typical lens characteristics like depth of

field and chromatic aberration were added. Additionally, choices were made concerning the

perspectives and focal lengths of the virtual cameras to align with the intended narrative. These

characteristics make the viewer aware of the camera and provoke a sense of realism in computer

generated imagery. Additionally, camera placement and movement goes a long way of driving the

narrative of a traditional movie. With this in mind, I purposely positioned the user on the same

level as the character in scene four and five, while in chapter six they look down on the character,

provoking a sense of mastery. While these are all choices that enforce a filmic perspective, I feel

that these did not result in the intended outcome.

One of the reasons for this could be that the project was not set in a realistic world. In

contrast, the project has such an obviously computer generated style that the addition of real-life

lens characteristics did nothing in making that world more believable. We have set the rules of the

world in the first scene, and already there we initiated this world as being purely fictional.

Therefore, these ‘real-world’ camera characteristics added nothing to realism and solely to visual

style.
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Secondly, camera control was given to the user by employing the gyroscope in the mobile

device. This allowed users to move their phone around in physical space and with it, control

where the camera was pointed in virtual space. The initial argument to employ this was to

increase the sense of user agency. However, while this did not change perspective as users were

still mostly locked in place, it greatly affected the role of the camera as a tool for guiding the

viewer through the story. As in film, we are accustomed to having a camera that almost

completely guides our view.

6.2 Discussion

In this section I will discuss the conclusions I have come to, in an effort to answer the following

research question and sub-question;

- Can the mobile device facilitate new forms of interactive film that make use of the

features, characteristics and affordances of the mobile device.

- Can the game engine be a valuable tool for filmmakers aiming to produce a filmic

interactive narrative?

These proposed research questions have been addressed through a preliminary research phase in

which common perspectives on the field of interactive film and mobile interfaces were discussed.

Additionally, the current state-of-the art was mapped out by giving a broad overview of relevant

projects that have been produced over the past decade. This research was then used to inform

practice by producing an interactive film made specifically for the mobile device that

incorporated a subset of the affordances of the mobile device. These affordances specifically

cover; the touch screen, embedded camera, location tracking, pedometer, and the gyroscope. In

addition to these technical affordances, the size of the screen and the position in one's hand

turned out to be an important affordance of the mobile device. To produce the thesis project, the

Unity game engine was used to gain insights into the possibilities that such a tool might offer

filmmakers looking to produce an interactivity-driven and filmic narrative.

As to answer the first research question, it is safe to say that the mobile device can indeed

facilitate new forms of interactive film that make use of the mobile devices’ affordances. However,

the affordances of the mobile device are broad and should—at least at this moment in time—be
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used either sparingly or with clear instructions and user guidance. While the thesis project

successfully demonstrates that developing a narrative experience using different interactions in

response to the device's interactive capabilities is of course technically possible. It also shows that

using too many of these different modes of interaction within the same project results in a

confusing and un-filmic experience.

The mobile device allows creators to employ many different affordances that help them

move away from the conventional point-and-click interaction that the desktop computer allows.

However, there is a fine line to walk for creators aiming to produce an inherently filmic narrative.

While one can produce an interactive experience on the mobile device using conventional filmic

traits and embed cinematic qualities within, novel interactions can quickly turn an experience

into a game as interactions become playful. Additionally, as viewers try to comprehend both the

narrative and the interface at the same time, this exploration of the interface itself might

instantiate a goal for gameplay as could be noticed in the project outcome of this thesis.

Because of this discrepancy between my initial intentions and the outcome, I have given some

thought to what could be done to ensure a filmic outcome in subsequent projects. The following

is a summary of my suggestions.

First and foremost, in a film the interface becomes transparent to the user. One sits and

looks at the interface—the screen—but never contemplates the screen itself. This does not mean

that no interactions or graphical interface elements are possible—after all, successful interactive

films have been made.However, it does mean that the user should be able to familiarise

themselves with the expected interactions, after which they should not have to actively think

about comprehending the interface any more. This can be done by some sort of explanation—be

it implemented as graphical overlays or in a more narratively embedded form. Alternatively, the

user can be left alone to figure out the correct interaction after which it should not change

without clear indication from the interactive film itself. This would ensure the project does not

accidentally turn into a puzzle of interactions but instead uses interaction as a way to progress

and convey narrative.

Secondly, a film does not revert progress. In a traditional film, the user has no control over

the progress of the narrative and therefore, there is only forward progress. Even if a film has some

sort of flashbacks or repeating elements, the plot and our understanding of the world embedded

within the film, only continues forward. There is no way to undo what we have seen or learned

about the characters. Therefore, seeing the same scene a second time—akin to Bandersnatch

(Slade, 2018)—does not equal a similar experience. After all, we might now know more about a
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character's intentions as we have already had a glimpse of what is to come. During my research I

noted that this might be an essential trait of film versus games, as in games we can revert progress.

A character might die, or lose an important object and we return to an earlier state or the plot.

The game might have us re-perform actions related to the gameplay, but those are rarely

connected to the narrative which is often only revealed at the end of a chapter.

Lastly, A film carefully guides where the viewer should be looking. This is an inherent

trait of using a camera to capture a scene that extends beyond the frame. Filmmakers choose

where the viewers’ eye is to be directed. This gives authors control not only over the visual

representation of the film, but also how the story is internalised. When too much camera-control

is given to the viewer, this guidance is—at least to some degree—lost. Users can now freely roam

within a narratively embedded story world which is very much akin to what we generally

understand a game to be. This distinction is apparent in the projects that were discussed in the

state-of-the-art chapter. While all reviewed projects involved interaction to progress the story,

only two of them gave the viewer control over the camera. Way to go allowed viewers to look

around, but retained guidance by incorporating another character to guide the view (and draw

attention). In contrast, Everything was the only project that truly gave viewers full control and

consequently also felt most game-like.

Nevertheless, when used correctly the mobile device and the affordances it offers to

makers can still prove to be an immensely powerful and filmic storytelling tool. The small screen

has proven capable of a tactile, at times even immersive experience for the participants of the

usability test conducted in this thesis. Though not every story will work similarly well on the

mobile device, and as a standardised form is yet missing, authors will have to carefully consider

their design choices and properly relay those choices to the viewer.

To share some insight on the sub research question; Can the game engine be a valuable tool for

filmmakers aiming to produce a filmic interactive narrative? First and foremost, a game engine

like Unity is a tool with a tremendous amount of abilities. While the name implies that these tools

are solely used to produce games, my view is that they should be thought of more as a

development environment for interactive programs in general.

Generally speaking, a tool like Unity will benefit a lot of people who are less-technically

inclined to set up a simple program with pre-made tools. The user interface is much less scary

than your general programming IDE, and the amount of easily understandable information that is

readily available on the internet is enormous.
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However, great power comes with a great cost. While the possibilities are endless, much of

the user base—and therefore also the documentation—is focussed on game production. This

means that someone starting out to learn how to use the tool, easily gets nudged into learning the

tricks of implementing game-mechanics while the more niche capabilities of the software stay

hidden until one has become more of an intermediate user.

Additionally, there is a sort-of hidden cost of using the game engine that I think especially

applies to filmmakers since complexity does not equal effectiveness. During my own process I felt

that I over complicated things a lot more than necessary solely because I had the capabilities to do

so. When looking at the production of Creations in retrospect, the project might have even

benefitted from a harder-to-use tool just because it would limit my personal capabilities more and

things might have stayed more comprehensible to the end user. When comparing Creations to my

previously made interactive film project Me & You, I feel that Me & You —which only had one

kind of interaction— was much easier to understand and therefore a lot more enjoyable for the

viewer. Moreover, Me & You took me two days to make in OpenFrameworks, while Creations

took an initial two and a half months of work, in addition to countless hours spent improving the

experience later on.

6.2.1 Limitations of the study

Though the literature and project review chapters of this thesis give a comprehensive idea of the

state-of-the-art in regards to interactive films, it can be argued whether the project that was

created can still be considered an interactive film. And therefore, whether the practice-based part

is actually capable of answering the aforementioned research questions. Looking back at the

research it should be noted that the division between the two increasingly seems to fade away.

Ryan (2009, 46) already differentiates between the two not on the basis of film or game, but of a

story game or playable stories. Additionally, some of the projects discussed in the project review

chapter are fully funded by the National Film Board of Canada, giving some indication on how

these two previously distinct fields now find a lot of crossover.

As a result of the project turning out the way it did, many of the findings that are

presented in this thesis touch on topics of game- and interaction design. These topics were mostly

neglected during the research phase prior to producing the thesis project. I am aware that it

would have benefitted the project and the overall research if these topics were covered in the

literature review. However, this would have shifted the focus of the thesis away from the topic of

interactive films which was my initial interest and therefore the starting point. Additionally, this is
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knowledge I gained in retrospect as my initial expectations were that most of the interactions

would be easy to understand and would almost come naturally to most users.

Initially, the aim of the thesis was to research the effect of embedding the mobile devices

features, characteristics and affordances into an interactive film. How could those techniques be

used to control the progression of plot, and how they would affect the users’ experience. However,

the affordances of the mobile device are vast and while this thesis only touches on a selected

subset of those affordances, this still turned out to be too many to draw concrete and meaningful

conclusions about how those particular affordances affect the experience. It would be good to

narrow down subsequent research into particular affordances so that effects can be more easily

determined and analysed.

In addition, while this thesis gives some insights into the affordances of the mobile device,

the total experience is influenced by many different parameters. The interactions, visual style,

sounds, the size of the screen, and the story itself all affect what the viewer will perceive. In order

to gain more meaningful insight on how each particular affordance affects the experience of the

viewer one would have to narrow down to a single affordance and compare it against the use of

other affordances. Concluding, too many things were tried to be covered at once. To gain more

thorough insight into particular aspects this thesis would have to be broken up into smaller

chunks of research that form the outline for future research.

Furthermore, as with all user-research, more data nearly always equals a more thorough

research result. The usability testing in this thesis was conducted in a qualitative way with a select

group of users. To draw further conclusions from the usability test, one would have to iterate on

the results by updating the product and then re-testing the altered result. This process can take up

a lot of time and resources, therefore it was left to only a single cycle within this thesis. The results

described here could in turn be used for another development cycle or inform development on a

new product. Future research could reserve more resources for this testing cycle and could

integrate this iterative process within the research itself.

6.2.2 Future research

Identifying the limitations of this thesis opens up a variety of suggestions that can be made for

future research. In this section I will lay out some of the considerations that could be used to

inform further research and practice.
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The outcome of this thesis can form the starting point for research regarding many different

topics in relation to interactive films on mobile devices. First and foremost, a project similar to

Creations could be hugely simplified and research questions could be narrowed down, as to gain

insight into the relation between the handhand screen, the ability to interact with the story and

the perception of the user. This would allow creators to isolate specific topics which possibly

result in clearer research conclusions.

Additionally, while the interactions were often hard to comprehend in this particular

project, I believe the real problem lies in the mixing of many different modes of interacting in a

single experience. Some of the interactions turned out quite interesting by themselves and might

have a lot of potential. Using alternating swiping fingers was surprisingly effective in evoking a

feeling of movement and I believe further research could emerge more of these small-screen

interactions that evoke feelings of embodiment.

Lastly, the use of procedural dependency graphs for generating interactive content could

inform interesting research. While this initially needed a bit of custom setup, it was quite

straight-forward and reliable once it was set up. This way of content-generation could be

interesting to research further as it solves one of the core problems of interactive filmmaking; the

exponential cost of making content. Generating content with the use of procedural dependency

graphs solves this problem as it only takes in a single setup and a set of rules from which to

generate multiple variations. While this will not work for any kind of interactive film—one could

never generate multiple versions of live-action dialog scenes for example—I believe there are

particular types of interactive film that could benefit from this approach. Namely fully animated

films, or films that can benefit from heavy use of computer generated elements.

6.3 Conclusion

Even prior to the start of my studies at Aalto University I have had a great interest in exploring

the practises and techniques used to revolutionise storytelling, in particular regarding the field of

interactive film. I had felt that active interactions and viewer agency could be an essential building

block for building truly engaging experiences. Additionally, this two-fold way of relaying a story

from the screen to the viewer could give rise to types of experiences that could not have existed

before. This thesis represents some of the learnings, ideas and outcomes I have come to in regards

to the expansive field of interactive narratives, and in particular that of interactive films.

Through exploring theory, techniques and practises, and eventually applying them to my

own project while creating the interactive film project Creations, I have attempted to generate
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meaningful insights into the potentials that mobile devices offer in regards to acting as a vessel for

interactive films. By thoroughly documenting the production process I was able to review the

process in retrospect and use the outcomes to inform further practice that applies both to myself

and others.

I conclude that it is of course technically possible for interactive films to be deployed on

the mobile device. I remain to believe that the mobile device has potential to bolster a unique type

of interactive narratives that make use of the mobile devices affordances. While the platform

allows for many technologically interesting capabilities in the form of sensors, I did not expect

how much of an important role the size of the screen and the position in one's hand would play.

While the thesis project did not work well as a full experience, when considering each

chapter as a separate trial I can conclude that each of the interactions have potential to work well

when embedded into a larger—and simpler in terms of interaction—narrative. In addition, some

of the interactions have the potential to effectively interface between the physical and digital

space in a way that serves the narrative and even relays embodiment in a virtual space.

In regards to the use of game engines to produce filmic interactive narratives, I

acknowledge the potential for this type of tool in order to bridge between the technical needs of

interactive narrative software, and the designer approach most filmmakers take. Though the thesis

project turned out quite challenging to manage at some points, this was mostly due to my own

ambitions and interests that over-complicated the project. In general it was reasonably fast to

implement new scenes and the engine itself took care of a lot of the nitty-gritty details that one

would have to deal with if settling for a more bare-bone approach. Just as editing programs took

away the artistry of physically cutting and pasting strips of film together, so can these

game-engines aid in democratising the creation of films as interactive software. As interactive

media become increasingly common in our lives, more creators will stand up willing to

experiment with the interactive approaches demonstrated in this thesis. While I believe that at

this moment in time, the more technically inclined still have to pave the way, I feel it is only a

matter of time before broader solutions for authoring interactive media wil (re)appear.
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Closing Statement

Ever since I discovered the existence of interactive films I have been longing to make a successful

interactive film myself. It felt clear to me what an interactive film was. Interestingly, the more I

uncover, the more increasingly complex the field of interactive film turns out to be. This field

consists of an eclectic mix of makers, narratives and technologies that together form a field of

engaging filmic-experiments in which there is always something new to discover. So while this

thesis attempts to unveil some answers, it consecutively opens up many new questions. This

document represents some of my learnings, ideas and a only small part of the emerging

interactive storytelling experiences that are yet to be made. However, my journey into interactive

films does not end here. As of now, there are new prototypes to build on, and ideas to explore.
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Appendix

Appendix 1. Usability test - Retrospective questionnaire

Could you describe the experience?

Response 1

It was very interesting and unique from the get-go, loved the different flashy colors on

each alphabet, refreshing and contrary to Scandinavian minimalism. The different stages

of the experience seemed like an adventure game wherein puzzle had to be solved in

order to move forward and required some creative interactions. It could be frustrating at

times when you don't figure it out, but rewarding as well to go through. The experience

was very metaphorical and made me think a lot about current trends towards materialism,

consumption, digital saturation and more. Overall, it was fun and worth trying out.

Response 2

I experienced an interactive film/application/game on a mobile device. The experience

was pleasant and calming, but also thought provoking (although I have been a bit spoiled

on the experience beforehand).

Response 3

I had a meditative experince during the playthrough trying to intepret the story which

based on the titles/ graphics seemed from the begining to have alot to do with the big

bang theory and or other scientific evolution/ creation stories it was also a playful

experience, exploring the visual possibilities and enjoying the tasteful aesthetics Much of

my experience was spent tapping the screen and rotating my body to determine visual

pontentials and conceptual entaglements

Response 4

Mysterious, atmospheric. The aestethique and soundscape was poetic, in my opinion

beautiful. The storyline felt somehow very deep yet at the same time also light and

humorous and surprising.
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Response 5

If I would explain this to a stranger, I would say that it was a interactive concept game

that invites to explore the world with the limited interactivity.

Could you describe the character?

Response 1

A gender-neutral baby who is open-minded and ready to discover the world. As it grows

up, the character's existence is dictated by the consumption-oriented environment while

at the same time there is freedom (or at least the illusion of it) such as zero-gravity in

some areas. The user/player needs to help the character navigate the world and despite

the eventual "success", everything disintegrates, like life!

Response 2

The character was a green humanoid creature with a cartoonish appearance. The creature

seemed friendly, although in a bit of a dazed or confused state, as if not completely "there".

Response 3

a primoridial sentient being, a primitive humanoid, a friendly blob, a green man…

Response 4

Somehow I thought represented some kind of 'general human being' or like a symbol of

mankind? Silly, aloof, sympathetic but alone in the world

Response 5

A cute green character with friendly smile.
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Did the experience contain a story?

Could you describe the story? (only asked if user answered ‘yes’ in previous question)

Response 1

I described it in the previous page

Response 2

I am not very good at analyzing symbolism by myself, but I think the whole experience

had a clear structure which was intended to portray some idea, maybe from the creator's

personal life. The story had a beginning and ending (even though in a closed loop).

Response 3

The theory of everything/ the emergence of consciousness/ copulation

Response 4

I can't really describe what it's about but I felt there's a message, but more like in the form

of emotion and not a like a normal narrative

Response 5

The little guy wanders around, eats red blocks and finally explodes.
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What elements made you think the above answer is the story? (only asked if user answered

‘yes’ in previous question)

Response 1

Character, elements in the environment, navigation, levels, user/player affecting the

actions, and more

Response 2

I didn't explain a specific story, but I think the biggest elements that led to the conclusion

were the title cards between the "episodes", although even without them it would have

been quite clear that there is a some kind of story or symbolism behind the imagery.

Response 3

The chapter headings/ the imagery/ the development of the 3d models/ the development

of interaction based modalities

Response 4

The fact that the whole thing was separated into scenes that had titles, similarly as in a

book or in a film. Also every scene had a feeling of going forward, progressing somehow

Response 5

The state of the character wasn't static

Were there any interactions that were hard to understand?
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Could you describe which interactions were hard to understand and why. (only asked if user

answered ‘yes’ in previous question)

Response 4

I was unfamiliar with walking and I suppose the AR scanning on the surface seemed hard

without any assistance.

Response 2

-blank-

Response 3

The interactions were time consuming which isn't necessarily a bad thing, there were mild

puzzle elements which also provide a sense of accomplisment when you solve them. I

suppose they were hard to understand because I don't have very much experience with

mobile gaming and thus am not aware of mobile gaming's interactive potentials, for

example I simply didn't know it was possible to move the phone to see other areas of the

virtual environment. Also perhaps the double swiping running/movement interaction

would have taken me a while to figure out without guidance

Response 4

The very first thing I had problems with because I didn't realise the progress bar also tells

about my progress with the interaction, not just about the progress of animation or

loading. I also didnt realise that i need to feed the guy with the balls, because i missed the

same progress bar

Response 5

It's an unfamiliar user interface without a relation to a similar already experienced one.

Pointing and clicking is always familiar, but pinching and tilting wouldn't come without

hints. Also, there is no clear indicator why the progress bar is actually reacting to things.

So clueless clicking is usually the most familiar option, which doesn't really solve the

actual problem.
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Were there any interactions that were hard to operate?

Could you describe which interactions were hard to operate and why. (only asked if user

answered ‘yes’ in previous question)

Response 1

The first one seemed buggy, but managed it somehow.

Response 2

The walking mechanic felt a bit stiff, maybe because of the relation of the swipes to the

speed of the character.

Response 3

-blank-

Response 4

-blank-

Response 5

Holding your finger in a certain position in the implosion-cutscene was a bit unclear even

on the 2nd try.
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While viewing and interacting with the project, did you think about the mobile device?
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